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SYMPOSIUM ON ADHESIVES FOR THE WOOD INDUSTRY!

Forest Products Laboratory, Z- Forest Service
U. S. Department of Agriculture

Introduction

This symposium was arranged and conducted in cooperation with the
Research and Products Committee of the National Lumber Manufactur-
ers Association, 1319 Eighteenth St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.

Thepurpose was to bring together a group of approximately 100 indi-
viduals broadly representing various phases of the wood industry, the
present wood adhesive manufacturers, manufacturers of other adhesives
not currently used for wood, manufacturers of basic polymers and other
chemicals, and researchers from academic institutions. It was intended
that from such a meeting we could begin to understand what was needed
to further expand the intelligent utilization of wood through gluing, what
the adhesive and chemical manufacturers could contribute now and later
to these needs, and to discuss theprincipal areas of research needed for
realprogress in the next few years in order to improve the utilization of
our future wood resources through the use of new and better glued
products.

Because it was necessary to limit the group, both in order to accommo-
date them and-to insure a maximum of discussion, many companies and
individuals could not be invited. It is hoped, however, that this report
will adequately indicate the main points considered at the meeting and the
rinci pal conclusions that resulted. It is further hoped that this meetingP 

and this report will further stimulate continued thought and effort towards
a better understanding of the basic problems involved in wider utilization
of wood through glued products, and the development of better glues and
gluing processes for the future.

The U. S. Forest Products Laboratory would like to be kept informed of
all new developments as they occur during the laboratory stages and will
be glad to assist industry wherever possible in expediting such develop-
ments.

1
—Sponsored. jointly by the Laboratory and the Products and Research

Committee of the National Lumber Manufacturers Association.
2
--Maintained at Madison, Wis , in cooperation with the University of

Wisconsin.
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Program

SYMPOSIUM ON ADHESIVES FOR THE WOOD INDUSTRY

U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis.
Jan. 13-15, 1960

Wednesday A.M. January 13, 1960

SESSION I: Backgrounds 

Richard F. Blomquist, Presiding

9: 00 - 9:10 Welcome. Edward G. Locke, Director, USFPL

9:10 9:20 Introduction. Richard F. Blomquist, USFPL

9:20 9:45 Better Gluing as a Key to Better Wood Utilization -
Keynote Address (Paper #1), C. D. Dosker, Gamble Bros.Inc.

9:45 - 10:05 Coffee Break

10:05 - 10:30 The Nature of Wood and the Nature of Adhesive Bonds
(Paper #2), Alan A. Marra, Univ. of Michigan

10:30 - 10:50 Wood - Moisture Relations as Applied to Glued-Wood
Products (Paper #3), Alfred J. Stamm, North Carolina
State College

10:50 - 11:10 Design of Joints for Gluing (Paper #)-), Fred Werren, USFPL

11:10 - 11:30 The Basic Gluing Process and Selection of the Glue
(Paper #5), Richard F. Blomquist, USFPL

11:30 - 12:00 Discussion

12:00 - 1:15 Lunch

Wednesday P.M., January 13, 1960 

SESSION II: The Present Wood-Gluing Industry

Herbert 0. Fleischer, Presiding

1:15 - 1:30 Review of Present Types of Woodworking Glues (Paper
Don• Brouse, USFPL

Some Typical Glued Products and Gluing Processes (Panel)

#6),
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Wednesday P.M. January 13, 1960 cont'd.

	

1:30 - 1:35	 Introduction

	

1:35 - 1:50	 Plywood (Paper #7), John. M. Hess, Douglas Fir Plywood Assoc.

	

1:50 - 2:05	 Structural Laminates (Paper	 Robert E. Eby, Rilco
Laminated Products, Inc.

•sae

2:05 2:20	 Glued-Up Dimensional Lumber (Paper #9), Herbert B. McKean,
Potlatch Forests, Inc.

2:20 - 2:35	 House Panels (Paper #10), Willard J. Worth, National
Homes Corp.

2:35 2:50	 Overlaid Veneer (Paper #11), Moss B. Christian, Chicago
Mill and Lumber Co.

2:50 - 3:10	 Coffee Break

3:10 - 3:25	 Binders for Particle Board (Paper #12 George Marra,
Washington State University

3:25 - 4:30	 Discussion

6:00 P.M.	 Social Hour, Cuba Club

7:00 P.M.	 Dinner, Cuba Club

(Informal Program: Special Films: "A Miracle in Wood,"
"Glued Laminated Wood Arches.")

Thursday A.M., January 14, 1960 

SESSION III. A Look at the Future

Chas. B. Hemming, United States Plywood Corp., Presiding

9:00 - 9:10	 Introduction

Some Potential New Glued Products Needing Better Glues

9:10 - 9:25	 Overlays for Lumber (Paper #13), Bruce G. Heebink, USFPL

9:25 - 9:40	 Better Wood Boxes (Paper #14), C. 0. Thompson, The Wooden
Box Institute

9:40 - 9:55	 Better Wood Boxes (Paper #15), Verne Gardner, Mt. Whitney
Lumber Co.

9:55 - 10:15 Coffee Break
-3-



Thursday A.M.

10:15 - 10:30

10:30 - 10:45

10:45 11:90
rt

11:00 11:15

11:15 - 11:30

11:30 - 11:45

11:45 - 12:00

January 14 1960 cont'd.

Shop and Field Fabrication, Special Construction Problems
(Paper #16), David Countryman, Douglas Fir Plywood Assoc.

Sandwich Panels (Paper #17), Edward W. Kuenzi, USFPL

Discussion

Some New Adhesives and Bonding Processes Not Used for Wood.

What Modern Metal Bonding Might Contribute to Wood
Gluing (Paper #18), S. E. Susman, Narmco Industries,Inc.

Modern High-Speed Packaging Adhesives - What They Might
Offer to Wood Gluing (Paper #19), Leonard F. Humphrey,
H. B. Fuller Co.

Some New Adhesives (Contact Cements, Epoxies, Pressure-
Sensitive Tapes) (Paper #20) Edward J. Yaroch, 3M and

(Paper #21) Paul Koller, 3M

Discussion

12:00
	

1:15 Lunch

Thursday P.M., January 14, 1960

SESSION IV: Introspect

Harold F. Wakefield, Union Carbide Plastics C . Presiding

Introduction

	

1:15	 1:25

	

1:25	 1:40

	

1:40	 1:50

1:50 - 2:45

2:45 - 3:00

3:003:2o

3:2o-4:00

4:00 - 4:15

What's Wrong With Present Glues? What Do We Need in
New Glues? (A Summary) Richard F. Blomquist, USFPL

Discussion

What Can Adhesive Suppliers Provide That is New to
Wood? (Panel)

Discussion

Coffee Break

What can the Chemical Industry Provide as New Raw
Materials for Better Adhesives? (Panel)

Discussion
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Thursday P.M., January 14 1960 contd.

	

4:15 - 4:30 	 Some Problems in Marketing of New Glued Wood Products.
(Paper #22), Ortie LaVoy, Weyerhaeuser Co.

	

4:30 - 4:45 	 Discussion.

Friday A.M., January 15, 1960 

SESSION V. Conclusions 

Richard F. Blomquist, USFPL, Presiding 

	9:00 - 9:10	 Introduction

	

9:10 - 9:30 	 The Need for Further Research, Fundamental and Applied.
Alan A. Marra, University, of Michigan.

9:30 10:15 Summary of Symposium Conclusions and Recommendations.
Frederick F. Wangaard, Yale University, Chairman of
Review Committee.

10:15 - 10:30 Coffee Break

10:30 - 11:15 General Discussion

11:15	 Closing

Committee for Plannin and Conducting the Sym osium
(All staff members of the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory)

Richard F. Blomquist, Chairman
John C. Killebrew
Robert S. Kurtenacker
Vance C. Setterholm
Harold Tarkow
Fred Werren



U Better Wood Products through Research"

NEWS	 RELEASE

1/22/60	 Immediate

Madison, Wis.--What glues will do for the wood products industries in "the

fabulous 60's" will be significantly affected by the knowledge and ideas

interchanged at a Symposium on Adhesives for the Wood Industry held

January 13-15 at the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory here.

That was the consensus of over 100 top research and production men

from all parts of the United States as they concluded the 3-day symposium,

first of its kind ever held in the United States, with a call for stepped-

up research to solve urgent technical problems and develop more effective

glues and gluing processes.

Speakers presented some twoscore papers on all facets of wood gluing

at the symposium, which was called by the Laboratory in cooperation with

the Products and Research Committee of the National Lumber Manufacturers

Association to explore new approaches to the solution of industry-wide

technical problems.

Z M 117 224	 -6-



"Poor communication between the man with a gluing problem and the

man who makes the glue has long been a major stumbling block to better

utilization of our wood resources in glued products," said Dr. Edward G.

Locke, Laboratory Director, in opening the meeting. "The Laboratory wants

to act as a catalyst in bringing manufacturers and users together for an

understanding of what is possible now, what is needed, and what may be

forthcoming in the future."

DT, R. F. Blomquist, Head of the Laboratory's Section of Glues and

Gluing, and chairman of the committee that organized the symposium, empha

sized that the conference was called "not to report progress" but to "stim-

ulate thinking on possible new approaches to some of our wood-bonding

problems." He emphasized the remarkable progress now being made in adhe-

sives and bonding processes for a wide variety of materials outside the

present wood industry, and suggested that great contributions to the future

of the wood industry may come from these related adhesive techniques.

"Better understanding of the problems to be solved will permit us

to spend our research dollars where they can do the most good and contribute

to the greatest progress," declared C. D. Dosker, president of Gamble

Brothers, Inc., Louisville, Ky., a manufacturer of glued wood products.

Dosker keynoted the meeting.

A committee which met at the end of the four technical sessions to

review and summarize the discussions was headed by Dr. Fred F. Wangaard of

Yale University School of Forestry, New Haven, Conn. The Committee adopted

recommendations that stressed the specific areas where research is needed,

and called upon industry to push development work on adhesives, machinery,

and new techniques and processes. In addition to Wangaard, the recommenda-

tions committee consisted of A. F. Muschler, Edward Hines Lumber Co.,



Chicago, III.; H. F. Wakefield, Union Carbide Plastics C
	

New York, N. Y.;

Dr. Harold Tarkow, Forest Products Laboratory;. and Dr. George Kitazawa,

Borden Chemical Co. Philadelphia, Pa. 1The summary and recommendations of

this committee are included on pages 24 through 32 of this-report.

In his Keynote Address, C. D. Dosker stressed the value of nation-

wide conferences such as this in cutting down the critical time lag

between laboratory development and industrial application.

"Gluing our smaller pieces, combining species, combining wood with

other materials through better gluing processes--these are vital to the

improved utilization of our timber," he declared, "if we are to meet the

anticipated annual need for 20 billion cubic feet of timber by the year

2,000,"

The first session of the symposium was devoted to clarifying the

principles and problems involved in wood gluing. Dr. A. A. Marra, Univer-

sity of Michigan, Ann Arbor, explained the physical variations of wood

caused by the way new fiber is laid down as the tree grows, and how these

many variations make efficient gluing difficult. Dr. A. J. Stamm, who-

retired from the Laboratory staff last year , and is now at North Carolina

State College, showed how the porous nature of wood and its tendency to

shrink and swell with moisture changes put added stresses on glued joints,

as compared to joints in nonporous metals and plastics. This point was

considered further from an applied aspect by Fred Werren, a Forest Products

Laboratory engineer, in a discussion of glue-joint design.

Dr. Don Brouse, Forest Products Laboratory gluing specialist, re-

viewed present types of woodworking glues. John Hess, Technical Director



of the Douglas Fir Plywood Association, described the development of

self-imposed industry controls to improve the quality of softwood plywood.

"Before the markets for plywood can be developed to their fullest

otential ," Hess stated, "an exterior-glue bond in 100 percent of industryp 

production will be essential. No better contribution could be made toward

the future of the plywood industry and that of the adhesive industry than

research toward that end."

R. E. Eby, chief engineer, Rilco Laminated Products, Inc.., St. Paul,

Minn., considered the question of exterior versus interior quality bonds

as it applies to structural laminates. In many current applications, the

moisture problem is not so critical, and casein glue is still the workhorse,

said Eby. On the basis of present architectural trends and increased use

of glued structural members for bridge stringers, cross-arms, transmission

towers, and similar products, Eby predicted a definite increase in the use

of exterior adhesives, such as the resorcinol resins, for structural

laminating also.

According to figures made available at the meeting, the laminating

industry currently uses 5 million pounds of glue (dry basis) annually, and

the amount is increasing.

Lumber industry uses of adhesives were brought out by Dr. H. B.

McKean, Potlatch Forests, Inc., Lewiston, Idaho. Such uses are primarily

edge and end gluing he said, to produce wide lumber and standard sizes of, 

lumber panels, although two firms have made a concerted effort to market

laminated 2 by It's, and laminated decking is gaining rapid acceptance.



Willard Worth, head of research and development for National Homes,

Lafayette, Ind., largest producer of prefabricated houses in the United

States, gave an indication of the tremendous potential market for adhesives

in residential construction. Each house the firm builds now contains

about 4o pounds of adhesives, in both structural and nonstructural appli-

cations, and new adhesives would increase the figure considerably. Glued

assemblies distribute stresses better than do nails, said Worth. The

stressed-skin principle of construction used by National Homes was developed

by the Forest Products Laboratory and is in wide use by the prefabrication
industry.

Differences between the primary processes for making paper-overlaid

veneer were outlined by M. B. Christian, Chicago Mill and Lumber Co.,

Tallulah, La. These were green versus dry veneer, and continuous versus

batch bonding.

In discussing future possibilities for particle boards, Dr. G. G.

Marra, Washington State University, Pullman, predicted a great increase in

the usage of phenolic resin as particle board enters more markets where

durability overrides cost. At present, Marra estimated, urea resin is

used for over 90 percent of all production. He listed 10 attributes an

ideal particle board binder should have on the basis of mixing, pressing,

and cost considerations. Some of these desirable features were mutually

exclusive, and served to illustrate the compromises that must continually

be resolved in wood bonding.

"After 7 years of research, low-grade lumber masked with paper over-

lays is showing real promise," stated B. G. Heebink, Forest Products Labora-

tory research engineer. Heebink said two types of overlays, resin-impreg-

nated kraft paper and vulcanized fiber, can convert low-quality lumber

-10-



into high-quality house siding, superior furniture parts, and a host of

other products. Costs could be significantly reduced, he predicted, if

the present batch gluing process could be converted to a more streamlined

roller press operation.

C. 0. Thompson, of The Wooden Box Institute, San Francisco, Calif.,

and Verne Gardner, American Forest Products, Los Angeles, Calif., stressed

two points: the potential market for adhesives in wood boxes (some

165 million wood boxes and crates were produced in the West in 1959), and

the fact that the container industry is an important user of low-grade

wood. One-tenth of the lumber cut in the West presently goes into nailed

wood containers, Thompson said, and much of this lumber has little other

commercial value. Gardner pointedly criticized what he termed excessively

strict durability requirements for semi structural uses where the glued

joint would not be subjected to extreme conditions.

"The Douglas Fir Plywood. Association is actively promoting the shop

and field fabrication of construction components such as beams, trusses, and

structural panels of plywood and wood," stated David Countryman, Chief of

Applied Research of the Association, Tacoma, Wash. The success of these

designs depends on effective gluing. He described the nationwide program

DFPA is undertaking, and the approval it will give member fabricators who

meet its requirements.

The advent of the structural sandwich in modern construction was

discussed by E. W. Kuenzi, engineer on the Forest Products Laboratory staff.

"These sandwich panels are highly efficient constructions," said Kuenzi,

"because they combine both structural and thermal design characteristics."



Such panels depend entirely on adhesives for their integrity. S. E. Susman,

Narmco Industries, Inc., San Diego, Calif., discussed sandwich applications

in aircraft, and emphasized the very severe requirements of strength and

thermal stability that special new organic adhesives are meeting in the jet

aircraft and missile fields. "An important point to remember here in such

critical aircraft applications," he noted, "is that cost may be an insignif-

icant factor if the job of fastening cannot be done by other methods."

In discussing what modern, high-speed packaging adhesives might offer

the wood industry, L. F. Humphrey, H. B. Fuller Co., St. Paul, Minn.,

observed that "there appears to be no reason why the techniques of high-

speed lamination of packaging materials could not be adapted to the manu-

facture of overlaid panels." Humphrey mentioned speeds up to 500 feet per

minute as typical in current laminating operations in the packaging indus-

try.

E. J. Yaroch and Paul Koller Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing

Co., St. Paul, Minn., described possible wood-bonding applications of new

adhesives not now used significantly on wood. Yaroch mentioned a wide

field of new highly specialized adhesives based on rubbers, epoxy resins,

and other new polymers. The variety of applications for pressure-sensitive

tapes was shown by Koller. He pointed to clean removal as the property that

differentiates a pressure-sensitive adhesive from "such materials as fly

paper goo, chewing gum, and other materials that are' sticky but do not

have the internal strength to prevent smearing or splitting when removed."

He asserted that "a backing can be found to do virtually any kind of job

that we have been able to conceive for a tape."

-12.-



"There are few, if any, 'former' adhesives," observed H. F.

Wakefield, Union Carbide Plastics Co., New York, N. Y. "Each of the 10 or

more currently used types of wood glues has been gradually refined and im-

roved , and will probably retain important, though perhaps more specialized;p 

uses. "

With him were eight other panel members: S. E. Susman, Narmco In-

dustries; Dr. J. F. Manning, Interchemical Corp., Cambridge, Mass.; Dr. C.

L. Carlson, Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.; Dr. H. M. Sonnichsen

Permacel Corp. New Brunswick, N. J.; H. J. Zahrndt, National Starch and

Chemical Corp., Plainfield, N. J.; Dr. George Kitazawa; Borden Chemical

Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Dr. R. B. Dean, Borden Chemical Co.y Bainbridge,

N. Y.; and E. 3% Yaroch, Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.

"The importance of the machinery manufacturer has not been stressed

enough," commented Dean. "Much of our progress is going to depend on our

being able to show these manufacturers what we would like to accomplish,

and induce them to do the equipment development work."

As a hypothetical example of the type of thinking that may be needed,

Deanproposed a machine that would "shoot special toothpick like particles

into p article board during layup" to improve its directional properties ando 

stability.

Kitazawa dug deeply into the fundamental chemistry of adhesives to

suggest that more study be given to the idea of stereo-regulated or oriented

polymers. "In our present adhesives, the points of chemical attachment to

wood arepurely at random, and the active chemical sites available may not

be efficiently used," he said. "There is very promising evidence that we

can orient these sites and significantly improve bonding efficency."

-13-



A point was made by Manning that various combinations of the new

elastomeric polymers with other existing adhesives may well be the solution

to many of our present gluing problems. He added the possibility that con-

trolled catalytlic systems might give more control over relationships between

assembly time and press time.

At the end of this panel on what the glue manufacturers can provide,

Blomquist again stressed the importance of better three-way cooperation

between the adhesive manufacturer, the equipment manufacturer, and the

potential users of adhesives for wood products. "Such efforts should go

further and faster," he said, "in promoting the better utilization of wood

with a minimum of wasted effort."

The final panel of the conference consisted of comments by John

McGill, American Cyanamid Co., Wallingford, Conn.; H. J. Eichel, National

Cash Register Co., Dayton, Ohio; W. Ewert, Shell Chemical Co., New York,

N. Y. and E. J. Mills, Jr., Union Carbide Chemicals Co., South Charleston,

W. Va.

Eichel stimulated discussion with a description of his firm's en-

capsulation process developed originally for "no-carbon-required" paper

for cash registers. As presently used, dyes are enclosed in tiny capsules

1 micron in diameter on the back of sheets of paper. An impact on the top

of the paper as from a typewriter key, breaks capsules on the reverse

side and releases the dye, which-then forms an image on a facing sheet.

Such capsule-coated paper eliminates the need for carbon paper. A surface

coated with encapsulated adhesive, he said, would remain dry to the touch,

and could keep reactive components of an adhesive system separated until



pressure or heat is applied. Reactive hardeners and catalysts could also

be encapsulated and incorporated in base resins for instant release at the

proper moment.

Ewert concluded the panel discussion with the observation that there

are two definite areas where the chemical companies can contribute to the

field of wood bonding: first, in directing efforts toward the development

of lower-cost adhesives, and second, in specializing in additives that can

be used to modify or control various characteristics of existing low-cost

adhesives.

"The marketing of glued lumber," predicted Ortie LaVoy„ Weyerhaeuser

Co., St. Paul, Minn., "can benefit the sawmill through-better utilization

of timber resources and permit the offering of lumber products that are

consumer oriented to give better performance and greater customer satis-

faction." He also stressed the importance of a one-quality glue line in

glued-iumber products so that such products can be used with confidence in

any application where solid lumber can serve.

Summing up the various needs for research brought out during the

conference, Dr. A. A,. Marra noted that many of the ideas originated in

the nebulous area. He went on to emphasize that there are many related

fields that can also contribute much to advances in gluing. "How about

the machining 'of the wood surface?" he asked. "We know that surface

profile is important--perhaps modifying the wood surface may do the

greatest good in reducing the dollar cost of gluing by cutting down the

amount of glue needed to achieve the bond. The rate of loading of the

specimen, moisture content of the wood, thickness of the glue line, assembly

time—all these are variables that make us wonder at any stage of adhesive

development' Where do we really stand?"
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Reichho Chemicals, Inc.

ADDRESS
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New York 17, N. Y.
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Chapman, Ala.
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New Orleans, La.
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Syracuse, N. Y.

143 South 2nd Street
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Washington 6, D. C.
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Franklin, Va.

South Charleston, W. Va.
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Staff Associate
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San Francisco, Calif.
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New Haven, Conn.

St. Paul 1, Minn.

Madison, Wisconsin
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Carl A. Rasmussen
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SUMMARY OF THE SYMPOSIUM SESSIONS

AND  RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE CONSIDERATION

Prepared by a Committee! andpresented at the final Session V
by Prof. Frederick F. Wangaard, Yale University,

Chairman of Review Committee

Session I: Wood and Adhesion

The members of this symposium were reminded that the need for gluing
wood will accelerate in the future. The recently published Timber Re-
sources Review by the Forest Service emphasizes the problem of
utilizing lower grades and smaller sizes of trees.

We will need to glue wood to wood in order to obtain the large members
which now and certainly in the past were obtained in whole form. We are
learning that frequently wood can be joined with other materials to give
composites with new properties or properties superior to those of the
components.

In order to bond wood correctly either to itself or to other materials, we
must recognize certain peculiar characteristics of wood. Unlike metals,
the properties of wood are markedly direction-dependent. In the grain
direction, the strength and elastic characteristics are many fold greater
than in the direction perpendicular to the grain. The swelling in water,
on the other hand, is many times larger in the latter direction. In
order to bond wood to other materials and to use the resulting composite
correctly, it is necessary to keep these anisotropic characteristics in
mind.

Continuing our comparison with metals, we were reminded that wood is
a highly porous material, permitting the use of glues which harden or
cure by loss of solvent. The glue, either following application or

---1'he review committee consisted : Arthur F. Muschler, Edward
Hines Lumber Co.; Harold F. Wakefield, Union. Carbide Plastics
Co.; Harold Tarkow, U. S. Forest Products Laboratory; George
Kitazawa, Borden Chemical Co.; Frederick F. Wangaard, Yale
University, Chairman; and Richard F. Blomquist, U. S.' Forest
Products Laboratory, ex-officio.
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following treatment, penetrates to varying degree into the cell cavities
exposed at the surface. Although the theory of mechanical interlocking
as the source of bond strength was discredited about 30 years ago, thea 
possibility of such interlocking not in the lumen, but in the wood sub-

was brought up. Such mechanical action brings up the questionstances 
of the influence of molecular size on the ease of penetration into the
wood substance. It was the consensus of several that a fundamental

directed to this question is highly desirable. The question of astudy 
specific chemical bond, perhaps hydrogen bond, between adhesive and
wood substance was raised. The possibility of such specificity of
chemical action or even shallow penetration into the wood substance
must be considered in terms of the great variability of wood.

Although wood is a porous material, microscopically it is not homo-
geneous. Examination of a cross section reveals alternating bands of

sum 	 and springwood, which are zones of high and low density
repectivel. Penetration of adhesive will be different in these twoY 
zones. Wood contains concentric zones of sapwood and heartwood.

former is y ounger wood and is relatively more permeable thanThe 
artwood. The penetration of adhesive and adhesive vehicles into thehe 

ture of the wood may thus be different in the sapwood than in thestrut 
heartwood.

Theglue line between two pieces of bonded wood consists of a thin
layer of cured adhesive from which relatively large tentacles extend

ially with the lumen or vessels opening up at the surface of thepart 
wood. The film as well as some of the large tentacles make some

an	

con-

with the wood substance. This contact may involve some specifictact 
of bond or may consist of submicroscopic tentacles extending fortype 

submicroscopic distances into the wood substance. As mentioned
previously, very little of the observed bond strength is due to the large

s. Bond failure may occur partly within the thin layer, partlytentacles 
nbreakig off of the submicroscopic tentacles or even wholly withinby 

the wood. The latter is desirable, since the strength characteristics
of the bond are then at least as good as the wood.

Session II: Current Uses of Glued Wood 

A review of thepresent glues available to the wood industry high-
lights the major commercial successes which have followed—usually
after too long a delay--the breakthroughs in adhesive development:

mely, what soybean meant to the early softwood plywood industry,na 
casein to the early laminated wood industry, early synthetic resins in
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terms of exterior waterproof plywood, and later resorcinol resins
again for laminated wood products for exterior use.

The diversity of glued wood products reflects an increasing require-
ment of individual adhesives tailored to the specific needs of a particu-
larproduct. Plywood, structural laminates (glu-lam), glued-up
dimension lumber, exterior wall panels and interior partition panels
for housing, overlaid veneer, plywood, and lumber, and particle
boards with a wide range of particle geometry are examples. Each
involves its own peculiar lay-up, cure, and use requirements, with
abundant variables within each product classification. Continuous form-

ing in structural laminating (particularly of an interior-type glue line)
can be a fond hope of this segment of the industry and, yet, be of minor
significance to another branch of the industry. Gap filling properties
which will reduce the need for surface preparation in edge gluing of
lumber can be justified at some increase in the cost of the adhesive.
Loss of material in edge preparation is significant. One major wood
products trade association expresses an interest in raising glue line
standards. Another indicates a long performance history of its
product which is produced without adherence to traditional specifica-
tions, which may be excessively strict. The plywood industry is also
interested in continuous forming and an adhesive, or system, which
would allow radical changes in production procedure.

The prediction is made that wood stressed-skin panels in housing
shortly will be competitive and acceptable on the basis of performance
codes, which will open the door for the use of present adhesives and
articular) y combination contact-thermosetting systems which will beP 

developed in the future.

From a performance standpoint, present adhesives have proven ade-
quate for the paper overlaying of lumber, an area which awaits exploi-
tation. Overlaid softwood plywood is established. Again, continuous
forming can contribute greatly in the area of paper overlaid lumber.

Fastening systems, including adhesives and metal corner brackets,
can be explored to aid the wood box industry. The wood box industry
in the western states uses 1/10 of the lumber produced in these same
states and is seeking an adhesive to substitute entirely for the present
nailing of its boxes.

Special adhesives to serve the rapidly expanding particle board in-
dustry will determine the acceptance of this material for structural
uses, as exterior wall and roof sheathing.
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A leading prefabricated home manufacturer presently uses 40 pounds
of adhesive per house unit to indicate the potential for adhesives even
before the general adoption of the sandwich panel.

Session III: A Look at the Future
••••nn•n	

Session III was a view into the crystal ball, "A Look at the Future. "
This session was divided into two phases: 1. "Some potential new glued
products needing better glues" and 2. "Some new adhesives and bonding
processes not used for wood."

The lead-off paper in the first phase was the development of overlays
for lumber, primarily paper overlays, where the objective of the
development program was the utilization of the lower grades of lumber
and the further improvement of the surfaces of low grade material.
The results of the study called for new adhesive systems having the
properties of high tack, quick set, durability, and low cost coupled
with the selection or development of a flexible tough paper. The paper
coating should have the same properties of wood with respect to swelling
and shrinkage, and the adhesive, in order to follow these dimensional
changes, should probably be somewhat elastomeric.

The second two papers emphasized the need for adhesives to be con-
sidered in the presently nailed wood boxes. The first dealt with the
large potential market of wood boxes, a market which in recent years
through 1958 saw a 6 percent loss per year but a 12 percent gain in 1959.
Nailing was not believed to be a satisfactory method of fastening boxes.
In this particular area of forest utilization the need for development of
an adhesive system which would essentially be quick-setting was noted.
Present production rates of nailed boxes was estimated to be 300-800
boxes per hour, where gluing involved wood at moisture contents vary-
ing from a low of 8 percent to a high of 18 percent. In addition to
adequate gluing strength over this range of moisture content, the
adhesive bond would be subjected to low temperatures in transit, being
covered on occasion with crushed ice, to give an example. Further,
such an adhesive would have to lend itself to automation.

The second paper on wood boxes noted the problems involved in the
fabrication of grape boxes and also of the desire of converting this
process from a nailing to a gluing operation. The problem on wood
boxes is basically one of developing an adhesive system which will fit
into a high speed production operation . in the order of 1200 to 1800 boxes
per hour. The unusual design of the grape box calls for the adhesion of
the veneer bottom to edge grain and end grain over a curvature. The
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new Food and Drug Administration regulations effective March 5, 1960

were also of concern, and the chemical and adhesive manufacturers
were requested to give thought to this area to insure the final approval
of chemicals used as additives or the adhesives themselves f rom a health

safety standpoint to insure the acceptance of food containers.

A third paper discussed.the matter of fabrication in the shop and in the
field, and also a proposal for insuring standards in this area. The re-
quirements of the two types of fabrication require different character-
istics of the adhesive with possibly greater latitude in adhesive applica-
tion for the field--certainly an adhesive easier to mix and apply with
long pot life. In both methods of fabrication the present requirements
would be an assembly time of 3 hours at 70-80° F., gap-filling, good
machining, and a minimum of pressure or contact for adhesion. Per-
formance demands durability, including resistance to heat, moisture,
micro-organisms, chemicals, and fire. Further, the adhesive should
be compatible with various types of treated wood, and must resist creep
under sustained stress.

The foregoing papers referred in summary to current wood utilization
problems which require new adhesives for these products to remain
competitive in today' s market.

The second phase of Session III pertained to "crystal-ball gazing" in
the sense that the adhesive considered would . be new to the wood industry
and also that processes presently employed in other industries were
looked at with the view toward their possible application to our industry.

The field of structural adhesives in the metal bonding field is relatively
new, some 15 years old, and the first paper opening this phase of the
session revealed how, in many ways, the problems of metal bonding
were akin to wood bonding. Also, the rather unrealistic demands of
the users of metal adhesives for an ideal or all-purpose adhesive was
discussed. Fortunately, in the specific field of aircraft structural
adhesives, cost does not pose the same problem as in the woodworking
area. For example, cost of adhesive may be as high as $10-$15 per
pound, which is not unreasonable if the job of fastening cannot be done
by other methods. The field of aircraft adhesives may offer suggestions
as to their application to wood gluing. Such adhesives include the
phenolic-neoprene or phenolic -nitrile rubber combinations. Certain
techniques with epoxy-phenolic formulations in the formation of fillets
to join honeycomb with the metal skin by capillary attraction were
described.
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A rather interesting point was raised in conjunction with the advances
in aircraft adhesives. The belief has been that aircraft manufacture
may set up, rather unrealistic requirements but the eventual adhesive
is in essence a compromise. Cloud 13 adhesives will not be available
soon and compromise is necessary to determine what properties of the
adhesive are most desirable and obtainable with the present state of
the art and technology.

Modern high-speed packaging adhesives were also discussed in this
session where adhesive setting-time might range from a fraction of a
second to 30 seconds. These are covered in the order of decreasing
"curing" time by dextrine base, latex emulsion, hot melt and self-seal
adhesive.

The last paper was divided in two sections, one treating new adhesive
systems and the other pressure-sensitive tapes. The first mentioned
a number of new polymeric materials that have been used in other
fields but which should find some application for wood. These include
the 100 percent solids adhesives based on polysulfide, polychloroprenes
polyvinyl chloride, epoxy resin, and acrylate polymers. There are,
further, a number of new curing and non-curing type adhesives. Non-
curing types include a neoprene-based, the new non-plasticizing nitrile,
and acrylate-based adhesives. The curing type adhesives include
nitrile, vinyl acetal and polyurethane adhesives. Eastman 910 was
given as an example of a costly adhesive. The nature of pressure-
sensitive tapes was described. The primary property of a tape that
adheres to surfaces under light pressure but can be removed cleanly
without transfer of adhesive was discussed from the standpoint of
application in the wood industry. Recent developments have included
a tape that will not transfer in hot pressing.

Summary

In essence, there are now a number of wood products operations that
could be made more efficient and at the same time develop a better
product if suitable adhesives were available. Some areas would be the
wood box, overlays, and structural fabrication. The several papers
noted that design considerations are especially important in obtaining
maximum effectiveness of the adhesive. For example, a joint structure
satisfactory for nailing might have to be radically modified to permit
effective adhesive bonding. The adhesive needs have been covered on
Cloud 13 but must be tempered by compromise. Equipment for the
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automation of wood gluing processes is needed, together with the control
of product quality. Finally, the adhesive developments and application
in other fields must be studied as to their particular application to the
wood industry.

Session IV: Where Do We Go From Here?

The adhesives now used to join wood to wood have been under almost
continual criticism because of some weakness or inconvenience. Each
of the ten or more currently used materials have, truly enough, some
property for which even those most casually acquainted could suggest
improvements. This, even though it was often received with some
enthusiasm at the time of its introduction. Despite these easily
recognized shortcomings, all remain active. There are few, if any,
"former" adhesives. All have been refined and gradually improved and
will probably retain important uses, although perhaps becoming some-
what more specialized. None seems to be on the verge of becoming
obsolete. This, however, does not and indeed should not prevent
serious planning for improvement in properties and working techniques.

While idealistic goals are interesting and stimulating, it is recognized
that research and development effort is not conducted by industry when
objectives have a low probability of attainment and uncertain possibility
for return of invested funds. In the progress toward improved adhesives
for wood the advance will be more certain if the specific requirements
of a single product are clearly defined. The responsibility for this
definition rests with the woodworking industry. It is improbable that
adhesive technologists alone can, with the required accuracy, describe
the criteria on which industry, advance depends.

As a specific and oversimplified example in the plywood industry, is
the requirement to improve urea adhesives so that, cold pressed, they
will meet the exacting specifications of exterior grade? Or should the
emphasis be placed on some system, perhaps involving new mixing
techniques or mechanical concepts by which phenolic bonded plywood
can be produced without the necessity of hot pressing? The same can
be said for the urea vs. phenolic bonds for particle board, a field which,
because it is at a somewhat lower point on its growth curve, should be
resolved as soon as practical. Another example is found in the gluing
of structural arches, beams and stringers where conditions of wood
treatment and final properties must be clearly drawn by industry.
Adhesive suppliers are not in a good position to invest in research and
development time and expense until the lumber industry spells out with
some definition the specifications which are at least the minimum to be
met.
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It is not sufficient to point out the weaknesses and insufficiencies of
present adhesives without some indication of the degree of improve-
ment required, whether in improved properties or more efficient
working properties, and a realization that someone must bear the
development expense.

One of the conclusions to be reached from the discussions following
the presentation of the story on the adhesives used by other industries
is that compositions embodying both a high polymer and a low molecular
weight component offer some working properties not found in the con-
ventional wood-to-wood adhesives. These combinations could contribute
the quick-stick and the final high strength that could provide clampless
or pressless coupling with eventual development of strengths of the
general order of phenolics showing high wood failure. This result
could be obtained with combinations of high molecular weight elastomers
wiith low molecular species phenolic, or by mixtures of thermoplastic
polymers such as polyvinyl acetate with low molecular weight liquid
phenol resins. The elastomer or thermoplastic could be selected
from a wide range of polymer or copolymer systems and the liquid
phase resin need not be phenolic. In any case the complete theological
diagram of the required properties should be accurately described,
using as reference points many of the adhesives now used in the bonding
of metal to metal, metal to plastics, and wood to metal or plastics..

Recommendations

Recognizing that better gluing processes are vital to continued im
provement in the utilization of wood, and that a single all-purpose wood
glue is still probably far distant, it is recommended:

1. That the wood industry make a continued and concerted effort to
define more clearly the requirements for glues in specific glued-wood
products.

2. That adhesive manufacturers continue their efforts to familiarize
themselves with the changing requirements of the wood industry. They
are urged to evaluate new raw materials, such as new polymers and
catalyst systems, and new technology developed from other adhesive
applications in meeting requirements for applications to wood.

3. That manufacturers of processing equipment be encouraged to take
a more active interest in the development of improved equipment for
all phases of the gluing process.
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4. That there should be closer cooperation between wood-product manu-
facturer, glue manufacturer, and equipment manufacturer in contributing
to research and development programs needed to produce new and im-
proved wood products.

5. That continued attention be directed toward the development of new
and improved glued products of wood and of combinations of woOd with
other materials in the interest of the economic utilization of our forest
resource.

6. That greater attention be directed toward research on the require-
ments and performance of binders in particle board and other molded
wood products. A better understanding is needed of relationships
between processing variables and board properties.

7. That fundamental research be undertaken to determine more pre-
cisely the nature of the interface between glue and wood surfaces of
various species and of modified woods. More research is also needed
to understand the interaction of glue and wood as related to the chemical
structure of glue components and the nature of wood substance. The
rheological properties of the glues themselves and of the final glue line
should be studied further for better understanding of joint formation
and behavior. Fundamental work should be undertaken to understand
the nature of stresses in glued joints under different conditions of
joint geometry and under various types of loading.

8. That more research be undertaken to understand the fundamental
nature of the deterioration of glued joints and of glued-wood products
in service. Every effort should be made to develop reliable short-term
test procedures to ascertain the probable permanence of glues in joints
on a performance basis, and to insure that these tests correlate
adequately with actual service experience.

9. That research be continued to develop improved quality control
tests for glued-wood products.

10. That greater effort be made to develop improved specifications
for glues and glued-wood products so that quality may be properly
safeguarded without excessive and unrealistic performance require-
ments.

11. That continued attention be given to the exchange of current views
and research findings in the field of new adhesives and glued-wood
products. That conferences, such as this symposium, be held at
regular intervals.
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SUMMARY OF PANEL AND FLOOR DISCUSSIONS!

Session 	 Backgrounds (Papers l..5)
Richard F. Blomquist, U. S. Forest

Products Laboratory, Presiding.

Alan Marra gave an excellent discussion of the anatomy of wood as it
was involved in gluing. Stamm also discussed the subject of moisture
relations in wood as related to gluing. One question that received con-
siderable discussion was the amount and nature of wood failure observed
in broken joints, and the interpretation of such findings in terms of
good and mediocre qualities of glue joints. It was generally agreed that
the machining of the wood surface was a very important factor in pro-
ducing good bonds. Machining not only provides the proper fit to control
the thickness of the glue line and to permit the application and distribu-
tion of uniform pressure, but also reduces to a minimum the fiber
failure of the wood surface.

Several individuals pointed out that many broken joints that appeared to
have adhesion failure were actually failures in the wood fibers im-
mediately adjacent to the glue film. It was pointed out that 2 or 3 layers
of cells are quite transparent, and failure in these layers of cells are
often assumed to be glue failure, particularly when observed with the
naked eye. Microscopic examination, was suggested as a better way of
studying the nature of such glue failure. This problem of gluing was
particularly interesting in connection with what was described as ex-
tremely straight-grained wood, where the angle of deviation of the
grain was only a degree or so from the actual surface. In such cases it
is quite possible to have a failure running through a single pore all the
way across the joint. In such straight-grained wood, it is quite easy to
damage all of the surface fibers so that good adhesion to these surface
fibers will result in a joint of mediocre quality because of the failure
of the torn- fibers to adhere to the solid wood fibers beneath. Informa-
tion was lacking on the relationship of this phenomenon of shallow wood
failure to species, but it was believed that it was related to species at
least inasmuch as machineability of the wood was related to species
differences.

There followed a considerable discussion of the importance of penetra
tion of the glue into wood in order to get a joint of good strength. It is
now generally recognized that penetration is not needed simply to

-Surnm.arized by Dr. R. F. Blornquist.
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achieve the necessary adhesion, since thie adhesion is considered to be
of a specific nature, related to physico-chemical effects, rather than
to mere mechanical adhesion. It is recognized, however, that the
penetration through the surface fibers, particularly damaged fibers,
down to the sound wood substance below is necessary to reduce pre-
mature failure in these surface layers of wood fibers.

This discussion of penetration raised the question of the importance of
having a small proportion of material rather low in molecular weight
in the adhesive system, which would be capable of good penetration
down through the surface fibers. It was stated that most conventional
urea resins used for wood gluing and for particle board binders
apparently do contain a reasonable proportion of such low-molecular-
weight material, and may therefore be capable of such desired penetra-
tion. Studies of precipitation of such urea-resin systems have suggested
this. Presence of such low-molecular-weight polymers is also quite
likely in other types of adhesive systems now used for gluing wood,
such as animal glues. It was felt that a good fundamental study is
needed, however, to relate the distribution of particle sizes in an ad-
hesive system, such as a urea-formaldehyde resin system, to the
actual penetration and to the resultant bond quality. Work done by
Horioka and his associates in Japan was cited in this respect. His
work involved the use of radioactive carbon in a specially prepared urea-
formaldehyde resin. Relative molecular sizes in these resins were
then characterized by paper chromatographic methods, and the re-
sultant resin systems were explored as wood adhesives.

It was further suggested that polyvinyl-acetate emulsion systems would
be good for studying this relationship of particle-size distribution.
They can be produced with very small particles, which are no good as
adhesives for wood because they penetrate too much, to the systems
of larger particle size and also in a range of polymer sizes that are
good adhesives. It was generally concluded therefore that some
penetration is needed to reinforce torn wood fibers at the surface, but
that too much penetration cannot be tolerated since it results in starved
joints and other unsatisfactory performance.

The possibility that low-molecular-weight polymers in an adhesive
system might concentrate at the interface and form a weak layer be-
cause of their incomplete cure was mentioned, but no information was
available on this subject.

It was pointed out that studies on collagen also throw light on the
importance of providing a range of low- and high-m.olecular-weight
particles in a practical glue solution. Originally such collagen proteins
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may have molecular weights as high as 300,000, which must be broken
down in the cooking process to particle sizes of 70,000 or lower in order
toget a broad spectrum of particle sizes for a practical glue. Some
work on this was reported in Canada.

It was also pointed out that the viscosity or consistency of a liquid glue
system was related to this distribution of particle sizes and that, in
addition to having the right consistency at the time pressure is applied,
one must be certain that the system contains a minimum quantity of
actual solid glue particles so that there will be enough actual glue
substance in the completed glue line to provide the mechanical strength
to hold the joints together.

Evidence was cited on work on gluing Douglas-fir veneers produced in
British Columbia where the logs had been steamed before cutting to
roduce a. much smoother veneer surface than is commonly encounteredp 

with fir veneers cut from unheated logs. This resulted in surfaces so
smooth that difficulty was experienced in getting satisfactory joints with
exterior-type phenolic glues. In this case the problem was solved by
incorporating a small amount of low-molecular-weight phenolic resin
in the glue. This low-molecular-weight fraction was assumed to swell
the wood fibers and resulted in bonds of good quality for exterior
service, whereas results with conventional Douglas-fir exterior
phenolic resins were unsatisfactory.

The question was raised about the movement of moisture from a glue
line during the curing process, and also through a glue line after the
glue line has cured. It was pointed out that well-made glue joints when
cured do serve as a barrier towards moisture moving from one piece
of wood into the adjacent piece, but that this barrier actually only
decreases the rate of such movement rather than acting as an absolute
barrier. No glue lines and actually no practical film systems have yet
been developed that completely prevent moisture from going from or
into wood. It was noted also that the moisture movement from the glue
during the actual curing process is important in that it results in a
thickening of the glue, and thus influences its flow properties. This
moisture movement from the glue line during gluing depends largely
upon the moisture content of the wood and the absorptivity of the wood.
It also depends strongly upon the relative ratio of the thickness of the
wood layers and the amount of glue and the number of glue lines.
Many glue lines between thin layers of wood, as in thin plywood, result
in considerable increase in the moisture content of the wood from the
moisture in the glue line; a few glue lines in thick laminates, of lumber
result in very little increase of the moisture content of the wood itself.
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It was generally concluded that there were a number of important
fundamental relationships between wood structure, moisture content of
wood, the physical and mechanical properties of the cured glue lines,
and the design of the joints that need further study before we adequately
understand how best to use glues in future glued wood products.

Session II: The Present Wood-Gluing Industry (Papers 6-12)
Herbert O. Fleischer, U. S. Forest Products Laboratory,

Presiding.

The question of the minimum temperature at which resorcinol resins
could be cured to provide joints of adequate durability, such as in
laminated timbers, received considerable discussion. It was generally
agreed that a temperature of 70 0 F. or above is probably needed,
although no one knows precisely how much lower a temperature might
be used satisfactorily, particularly if a long cure period were permitted.

The question of why there is a species difference on the curing require-
ments of resorcinol and phenol-resorcinol resins was further considered.
Here again really fundamental information is lacking at the present tim.e.
It is generally believed that the curing-temperature requirement is re-
lated to the density of the species more than to any other single factor.
The higher the density of the wood the higher its strength; therefore, a
higher glue-joint strength is required to exceed the strength of the wood.
Also, as the density goes up the stresses exerted on the glue joint due
to subsequent swelling and shrinking of the wood increase, and therefore
require a more completely cured joint. It was suggested, however,
that there may still be specific chemical effects of the species because
of the anatomical characteristics, or the presence of extractives or
acidity of the wood that might have a controlling influence on the curing
conditions for different species. This was felt to be a field where
further fundamental research was needed.

The acidity of the wood substance at the surface was especially mentioned
as having a possible influence on the rate of cure of the resin systems
in glue joints. This is not at all well understood, although some findings
in particle .board binding with urea resin binders have suggested the
possible influence of pH or some other specific chemical effect on the
curing of such resins.

There were a number of questions raised about the current status of the
softwood plywood industry, and particularly about the effects of the new
3-cycle soaking and drying test recently introduced for evaluation of
interior-type Douglas-fir plywood in a revision of Commercial Standard
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CS45-55. In answer to several questions, Mr. Hess indicated that the
Douglas Fir Plywood Association definitely felt that the new 3-cycle
test was more severe than the old 10-cycle test, and that since putting
these new tests into use in their Association they have had fewer field
failures of the interior-type glue lines. He indicated that the preponder-
ance of their complaints with field failures had been with the cold-press
plywood glues.

In answer to another series of questions, Mr. Hess indicated that he did
feel that the action of living organisms is definitely a contributing factor
to the greater failure of some of the cold-press interior-type glues.
The industry does not have a good short-term quality control test for
the evaluation of the mold resistance of interior glues at the present
time, but it would be desirable to have such a test developed. Longer
term tests of mold resistance are in use in the industry, of course.
In answer to another question, Hess stated that more stringent specifi-
cations for interior plywood are definitely desirable, and that plywood
generally cannot have too much durability in the glue lines.

In his paper, Hess had pointed out that the trend in the softwood plywood
industry on the West Coast was towards an all-exterior type bond, al-
though this is by no means likely to take place in the near future. It was
further emphasized that this trend was true in the softwood plywood in-
dustry only, although it was recognized that for many uses the interior-
type glue bonds had been performing perfectly satisfactorily in such soft-
wood plywood. The greater use of such softwood plywood in construction
and the fact that much of this plywood is actually misused are powerful
incentives towards the greater use of exterior plywood to provide the
durability needed under the more severe conditions of service.

Hardwood plywood, by contrast, is used primarily where high durability
is not important, but where its aesthetic properties are desirable. This
is usually for interior-type applications, and therefore there is little like-
lihood that the hardwood plywood industry will follow this growing trend
towards an all exterior-type bond. The question was raised as to why
melamine resins were preferred for gluing scarf joints in the laminations
of large timber laminates. It was explained by Mr. Eby that these mela-
mine resins were used mainly for the scarfs in the face laminations, and
primarily because they gave a lighter-colored glue line than did the re-
sorcinol or phenol-resorcinol resins, which also have high durability.

Several questions were raised concerning experience in gluing fire-
retardant-treated lumber into laminated beams. Mr. Eby indicated
that glues and gluing processes presently are not entirely successful
for this type of application, and that apparently the fire retardants do
interfere with the adequate gluing. He was by no means discouraged,
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however. It was generally conceded that better techniques for gluing
such fire-retardant-treated lumber are needed, and that the adhesive
manufacturers are working on the problem. It is too early to make
any definite statements on the effectiveness of such a process.

Although not directly related to the problem of adhesives, there was
considerable discussion of strippable coatings and other coatings for
the finished laminated timbers to protect them during shipment and
while on the job against moisture changes, particularly against drying
that would result in checking. Eby pointed out that the industry is
currently using liquid sealers and other coatings that sell from 40
cents to $2.50 a gallon, and that in his experience there was not
sufficient difference in their performance to justify the higher cost of
the more expensive materials. He had no experience on the possible
application of strippable coatings or special plastic films for this
purpose, but the laminating industry is definitely interested in such
materials if the costs are reasonable.

There were several questions raised concerning what premium might
be paid by the adhesive users for the more reactive glues to permit
short curing cycles. It was generally conceded that this was a difficult
question to answer since it depended on many factors. It was stated
by Eby that, for interior-type laminated timbers, the cost of the wood
was from 40 to 60 percent of the total cost of production, depending
on whether the laminate was curved or flat and certain other factors,
whereas the adhesive was from 40 to 60 percent in the other direction.
This was said to result in a glue-line cost of approximately $6.00 to
$8.00 per thousand board feet of lumber on laminates of 2-inch lumber
for an interior-type glue line, and double that for laminates involving
1-inch lumber. The cost of using an exterior-type glue line would be
about double these costs. It was pointed out that the savings due to
more rapid-setting glues would be particularly important in the
laminating industry by eliminating the hand clamping and the large in-
ventory and maintenance of the clamping hardware presently required.
It was suggested that laminators might be able to pay double the above
glue costs if the labor and equipment costs could be materially reduced
by faster setting adhesives.

It was pointed out also by Hess that faster setting will reduce the labor
cost in plywood particularly by speeding up the amount of plywood that
can be produced by one hot press. He cited the case of where hot-press
protein glues, which set materially faster than the exterior-phenolic
resin glues, permitted the use of two glue spreaders to keep up with
one press operation, whereas the exterior-resin glues required only
one glue spreader per press. The footage of plywood produced in a
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given press was thus increased by 100 percent through the use of a
faster setting hot-press protein glue. It should be recognized, of
course, that these two glues produce glue lines of differentpermanence,
and are used only to illustrate two different rates of setting.

Thequestion of the proposed revision of Military Specification MIL-A-
397E for phenol, resorcinol and melamine resin glues for marine-
service laminating received considerable discussion. It was stated
b several that the test requirements in the proposed revision for suchY 
marine applications were much too elaborate and required too much
time. If they were used for control of laminates for civilian applica-
tions, the laminates would most likely be on the job before the test
could be completed. The hope was raised that the adhesive industry
might hel in the development of more adequate practical specificationsP 
for such laminates for civilian use. It was suggested by some of the
laminators that the current and proposed Military Specification for
Marine Service Laminates are too severe for bridge stringers, cross-
arms and other laminated timbers that have been used successfully
under exterior service for a number of years. Some laminators think
that these outdoor civilian applications are actually more severe than
the Navy marine-service requirements.

The question of the minimum type of test to be used for evaluating the
quality of glue joints and laminated material during production re-
ceived some further discussion. It was generally conceded that
better short-term tests are needed to evaluate the uniformity of glue
joints adequately during actual production of such laminates. One
laminator suggested the simple evaluation of joints by breaking them
open with a hatchet. He indicated that experience with such crude tests
on laminated 2 x 4' s cured under high-frequency gluing showed that
proper examination and interpretation of such test results yielded in-
formation as good as that based on the cyclic delamination test now
required for marine laminates.

The question of binders for particle board received considerable
discussion. In answer to a question as to whether foamed glues had
been investigated for particle board binders, George Marra indicated
that he had no information on this, and no thoughts on the subject at
thepresent time. The question of whether the binder should completely
cover the surface of the particles or whether it was sufficient merely
to bepresent in random spots was considered. George Marra thought
that a binder should probably orient itself on the particles where they
are to be glued, and that it was not necessary to cover the entire
surface.
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In answer to a question as to whether the distribution of the resin over
the particles might affect the dimensional stability of the resultant
board he indicated that he did not think that this was a very important
factor and that generally the resin did not affect the dimensional
stability of the board very directly. He also suggested that the wax
robably didn't have much of an effect on the dimensional stability ofp 

the board, particularly during humidity changes, and mentioned in
Europe wax is not commonly used in such board. The question was
raised as to whether the binder should actually wet the wood and it
was believed that this is important. It was further emphasized that we
really don't know what the real role of wax is in particle board at the
present time.

It was suggested that in flake boards there might be some advantage
in having a continuous film since good contact is obtained over the
entire area more readily between such uniform flakes than with other
types of particles. The European scientists refer to particle board
binders as in films. Evidence in this country seems to be that a con-
tinuous film of binder is not generally encountered, but that the resin
is present in small spots distributed at random over the particle sur-
faces. It was mentioned that there was a roller coater for coating
flakes that had been explored for particle board fabrication, and that
such coated flakes might possibly have a fairly continuous film.

The work of Vivian Stannett was cited in which cationic resin coatings
were used on paper fibers rather than on wood. Better results with
such coated fibers were said to be obtained when the resin was applied
in spots rather than as a uniform film under conditions where the same
total resin coverage was used in both cases. It was pointed out that
there were probably very small areas of contact between these paper
fibers, and that in such paper the fibers could probably slide along
until they actually make contact with the resin spots. Whether this is
possible in the formation of particle board is not known.

The question was raised as to the differences in the behavior of glues
on softwood and hardwood species, particularly as this might concern
the presence of resinous deposits in softwoods. George Marra said
that in earlier work at Washington State on particle board fabrication
researchers didn't recognize species differences but now they feel
such differences are quite important. There appears to be some
evidence that there are species differences in connection with the use
of urea-resin binders for particle board that may be associated with
acidity,. Other species effects probably involve differences in surface
texture. For example, rough surfaces may adsorb too much resin
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and therefore give undesirable properties compared to the same amount
of resin on other species where smoother surfaces are encountered.
Also, different species involve density differences of the particles
themselves, which in turn will control the amount of pressure that can
e exerted in the . pressing of the board. This in turn will influence theb 

degree of compaction and orientation of the flakes somewhat. Much
more additional research is probably required on these species effects
in the, gluing of wood and of the bonding of particle board. We don't
know very much about the surface characteristics of wood from the
standpoint that extractives in the wood may flow out in processing of
the wood so that the surface would have different degrees of wettability
with agiven resin or other adhesive system. This probably could also
be the basis of further research.

Session III: A Look at the Future (Papers 13-21)
Charles B. Hemming, United States Plywood

Corp., Presiding.

Thequestion. was raised as to whether any work had been done on
repairing damage from dents, scraping and scratching on overlaid
lumber. Mr. Heebink indicated that the Laboratory had not yet been
able to do any work on this. subject.

Several questions were raised about the new glued-wood components
developed by the Douglas Fir Plywood Association to be manufactured
under aquality control program supervised by their subsidiary, Ply-
wood Fabricators Inc. In reply to a question as to whether the DFPA
had received Federal Housing Administration approval of their new
hued, components, Mr. Countryman answered that, in general, theg 

Federal Housing Administration had accepted the grade marking by
Plywood Fabricators in at least some FHA regional offices. In answer
to aquestion as to whether such glued components actually met the
FHA engineering requirements in connection with home building,
Countryman indicated that this was a complicated question to answer
but that in many cases FHA has accepted plywood box beams and
stressedpanel constructions such as had been described. The actual
acceptance depends on the individual application, and no blanket
approvals are given. In this connection Chairman. Hemming noted
that FHA doesn't approve anything, they only accept different items.

answer to some questiOns about the cost of overlaid lumber products,In 
Mr. Gardner indicated a material price for the Crezon resin-
impregnated paper on one side of lumber as being $23 to $24 per
thousand board feet. The cost of 0.005 inch vulcanized fiber on one
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side would be $28 to $30 per thousand board feet, and the cost of un-

treated -paper would be about $2.50 per thousand board feet. He esti
mated an overall production cost of 42-pound kraft paper bonded to
both sides of lumber as being approximately $20 per thousand board
feet. This would include the cost of the glue, paper, and the labor but

not the lumber.

The question of how to evaluate the required durability of the glue
lines in building components, such as the sandwich panels described
by Mr. Kuenzi, was considered. Kuenzi mentioned that the Laboratory
had been using the ASTM accelerated aging procedure (D1037-56T),
which was originally developed for insulating-type fiberboard. The
question was raised as to whether the steaming and boiling phases of
some of the cyclic tests now used for evaluation of glue lines perhaps
ut the thermoplastic resin adhesives to unfair disadvantages and wereP 

too severe for some types of adhesives. It was generally considered
that we don'tyet have complete answers to these, questions. It is
recognized that the steaming and boiling procedures are accelerations
of less severe heating conditions over longer periods of time. Kuenzi
indicated that we don't yet know what realistic service temperatures
are likely to be encountered in buildings, but that ASTM Committee
C-19 and othergroups are collecting data on temperatures in such
uses. The panels that are installed in the Forest Products Laboratory
sandwich house did meet this ASTM accelerated aging test. Kuenzi
pointed out that the Laboratory had removed several metal-faced
panels from the sandwich house after about 7-1/2 years of service and
did run some strength tests on the panels to compare with initial
results. They found that there had been some reduction in strength,
but that thepanels were still several times above the design load. The
question was raised as to whether Mr. Countryman could effect some
sort of a compromise between his requirement for quick-setting adhe-
sive and onepermitting a 3-hour assembly time. He replied that these
two were almost impossible to resolve. A long assembly time, mostly
closed assembly time, is beneficial for the assembly of individual
large members by gluing.

The question was raised as to the type of quality control that would be
needed forproper control of the quality of glue lines in the components
to beglued in the field. Countryman indicated that such quality control
wouldprobably be essentially that required by the Association' 5
present critical inspection for large trusses and other glued composite
members. In this case, careful inspection of each individual item

edproduced is required rather than random sampling. He acknowledged
that the present problems in adequate quality control for field gluing
applications are staggering, and that at the present time field-glued
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items will probably have to be inspected on an individual basis for
acceptance. The general feeling in this session was that present field
gluing techniques for various components, particularly in the housing
industry, were open to so much variation due to generally inadequate
control that they could not be generally recommended or encouraged
with present adhesive systems. It was generally felt that regardless of
the type of adhesives at the present time, there was no substitute for
good control of the different phases of the bonding process. The so-
called "foolproof" adhesive that will require little or no control of the
bonding process is probably still a long way in the future.

Session IV: Introspect (Panel Discussions and Paper 22)
Harold F. Wakefield, Union Carbide Plastics Company,

Presiding,

The first panel discussion, chairmaned by Mr. Wakefield, considered
"What Can The Adhesives Suppliers Provide That Is New To Wood?"
The panel, which commented and answered questions informally, con-
sisted of George Kitazawa and Robert B. Dean of the Borden Chemical
Co., H. J. Zahrndt of National Starch & Chemicals Co., H. M. Son-
nichsen of Permacel, Carl L. Carlson, Armstrong Cork Co., J. F.
Manning of Interchemical Corp., E. J. Yaroch and Paul Koller 'of
Minnesota Mining & Mfg.. Co., and S. E. Sussman of Narmco Industries,
Inc.

In introducing the subject Mr. Wakefield pointed out that the pattern
followed in the earlier adhesives industry was that bonding started with
costly adhesives and then, as the volume of adhesive bonding increased,
the cost went down. It was suggested that we not concern ourselves too
seriously about cost at the present time. It is recognized that -each new
material must pay its own way, but even a very costly adhesive, such
as the cyanoacrylate resin system widely publicized at the present time,
has been found to pay its own way very well for some special applica-
tions in. spite of its extremely high cost. Wakefield questioned what
some of the possibilities for the best use of chemicals in new adhesives
were. It was suggested that we might start using small quantities of
such chemicals to upgrade other adhesives. As a possible example he
cited the use of glutaraldehyde, now produced from acrolein, as a
tanning agent for animal glues to improve their water resistance. It
was also recognized that for a number of years starch has been upgraded
by the use of a few percent of some of the synthetic resins such as
polyvinyl alcohol.
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Another chemical treatment that might improve adhesive bonding con-
sists of surface treatments of the wood to improve adhesion. An
example cited was the treatment of wood with diisocyanates in a very
thin film to improve the adhesion to wood of certain plastisols that do
not adhere well to wood itself.

Dean raised an important point about the importance of bringing the
machinery manufacturers into the picture for wider use of adhesives
in the wood industry. He pointed out that many new problems of wood
gluing involved equipment considerations as well as adhesives, and in
a number of cases in the past, adhesive bonding was temporarily
delayed by the lack of equipment to handle new adhesives satisfactorily.
A good present example is the now rather wide-spread use of various
types of mixing guns, whereby the two reactive ingredients may be
mixed uniformly and continuously at the point of application so that
the short pot life of a normal mix is no longer a problem. It was
pointed out that these mixing-,gun systems were developed only quite
recently as a necessity to handle the polyurethane foams where instant
mixing is required. Now there are at least six different systems of
such mixing guns on the market that are quite promising, and none of
these were available as recently as 5 years ago and some not even a
year ago.

Dean cited an example of a hypothetical particle board that would not
swell. Theoretically this could be produced by carefully arranging
the long rodlike particles equally in three dimensions. The problem
would lae assembly of the individual particles in the necessary orienta-
tion to make this possible. In theory such a particle board could be
expected to be very dimensionally stable and strong in the three direc
tions, but better equipment would be needed to make this possible.
Another hypothetical example was the improvement of particle board
made from excelsior fibers. It was suggested that if equipment were•
available to fire toothpicks into this mass in a preordered pattern,
somewhat like driving straws through wood in a Kansas cyclone, the
relatively weak excelsior board could be effectively reinforced. The
limitation, however, again is the equipment. It should be noted that
thepe were 'only hypothetical examples to stimulate discussion.

Kitazawa emphasized the need to learn more of the mechanisms of
adhesive films. We have been considering the adhesive film as being
a rather simple system, whereas it has been recognized that wood
itself is a complex material as an adherena. His feeling was that the
film is also complex. It is recognized that hydrogen bonding is in-
volved in wood gluing and that this is actually just a chemical bonding
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of the hydroxyl group of wood to the glue film. This should be considered
as a type of link. The moisture may cause degradation of the glue line
through its effect on this hydrogen-bonding link. Perhaps we should try
for a really chemical bond between the glue and the wood for real dura-
bility. The stereo chemistry of polymers should be considered more
seriously. In the future we are likely to hear more of stereo-regulated
polymers, that is, polymers with an orientation so that the bonds, to the
adherends can be produced in a fixed orientation and not just at random
as at present. Studies are underway of stereo regulation of films as it
may effect adhesion. Bonds for best adhesion thus can be built into
these special polymers in just the right pattern.

Zarndt agreed on the importance of working more closely with the
equipment developers, and cited the contributions of equipment manu-
facturers in the successful use of certain hot-melt adhesives in packaging
applications. He also emphasized the importance of chemical modifica-
tions of present materials for better performance in adhesives, citing
the case of specially developed starches by chemical modification that
will adhere better to cellulose fibers and thus will reduce the loss of
starch in the white water and produce better paper. He suggested that
we should use the same approach with chemical modifications of con-
ventional materials in making better adhesives.

Zarndt had first raised the question of the potentials of encapsulation,
as originally developed for inks in special carbon paper on business
machines. The adaptation would consist of encapsulation of reactive
catalysts in glues, which could be activated by instantaneous pressure
during the actual gluing operation. It is reported that many are working
'on this principle, including an application for fast-setting adhesives.

Zarndt also noted that at the present time a considerable effort is being
spent on the combining of different materials into an adhesive system
to take advantage of the best properties of each. This is illustrated
in combinations of thermoplastic and thermosetting resins for structural
metal-bonding applications. He recognized this as a short-range
approach and suggested the greater value of the long-range approach in
which new polymers would be synthesized for these new uses rather
than merely physically mixing or otherwise combining two or more
existing polymers. Examples -of such new polymers that were developed
several years ago are the polyvinyl acetate copolymers reported to be
internally plasticized so that no separate fugitive plasticizer need be
incorporated in the polyvinyl acetate.

Sonnichsen reviewed some of the approximate cost figures that had been
reported earlier by several speakers and emphasized that we must not
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lose track of the cost figure. Several speakers had previously noted
the low cost of urea resins, which serves as a basis for comparison
for most other types. A cost of urea resin per square foot of glue
line was suggested as 1/3 to 1/2 cent, whereas, the cost for phenolic
resin was about 1/2 to 3/4 cent per square foot. The polyvinyl-acetate
emulsions were estimated at about 1 cent per square foot, with contact
cements at about 2-1/2 cents, the cheapest pressure-sensitive tape,
apaper masking tape, at about 4-1/2 cents per square foot, and a
transfer adhesive tape at about 14 cents per square foot. He emphasized
that these costs will be expected to come down with use, however, and
withgreater economies in manufacture of larger quantities. He also
suggested that perhaps the special adhesives that were being considered
outside the wood industry were not too different from the conventional
wood adhesives, and that much can be done to study ways of bringing
the properties of these two separate groups closer together. He cited
the case of developments in pressure-sensitive tapes that have pre-
viously had peel strengths of the order of 20 to 50 ounces per inch.
Some new tapes now available only in the laboratory have corresponding
peel strengths as high as 12 pounds per inch of width.

Carlson discussed the ethylcyanoacrylate adhesive that had been men-
tioned numerous times earlier, and stated that its current price was
approximately 1 cent per drop, which is equivalent to about 1 square
inch of joint area. He indicated that present experience suggests it is
not particularly good for wood because it soaks into porous substances
and sets slowly on wood, although this could be overcome with proper
catalyst. The adhesive is considered to be of academic interest only
for wood bonding at the present time.

Carlson suggested the more serious consideration of the contact
adhesives in order to provide the rapid setting properties mentioned by
a number of earlier speakers. Actually these contact-setting adhesives
are not new in wood bonding, and have been used for a number of years,
particularly for bonding metals and other materials to wood. He cited
the following particular advantages for contact cements:

(1) They permit rapid assembly-line production by spray or roller-
coating. The solvent is flashed off under infrared lamps, which leaves
the adhesive in 'an ideal hot condition for bringing the surfaces together
under pinch-roll pressure to produce a bond of useable strength
immediately.

(2) These adhesives can bond materials with some warp, such as
plastic laminates. That is, they can hold them in place so that pressure
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can be released after only very short periods without having them sepa-

rate.

3 They are good for bonding wood to materials such as porcelainized() 
steel that cannot readily be bonded with conventional wood adhesives.

(4) These adhesives permit further processing of bonded parts almost
immediately because they set rapidly.

They cannot be used at the present time for bonding structural materials
such as laminated beams, however, although they are good for bonding,
many sheet materials together.

Manning suggested the importance of compounding present adhesive
systems, particularly of the rubber .base types, for better use on wood.
He recognized that rubber-base adhesives commonly involve molecules
with molecular weights of the order of 50,000 to 200,000 whereas urea
resins have molecular weights in the range of 1,000 to 1,500 and thus
require further curing to develop some initial bond strength. The large
rubber molecules are able to develop essentially their full strength as
soon as they have dried out, which suggests the desirability of combining
the two types as has already been done in some cases to provide the
further cure in the presence of completely cured, long, high-molecular-
weight rubber molecules. Examples already mentioned are the poly-
vinyl acetate combination with Vinsol, and polyvinyl acetate with
henolic resins used with an acid catalyst for room-temperature curing.p 

Manning suggested that further compounding work be done with contact
cements in an effort to produce joints with higher load-bearing and heat-
resisting properties. Here it was suggested that encapsulated catalysts
be considered. Heat-activated catalysts should also be considered,
such as blocked isocyanates or molecular sieve systems in which a
catalst is entrapped in a matrix until it is released at the opportuney 
time at an elevated temperature in a hot press.

Sussman reviewed the present situation in which the potential adhesive
user in the wood industry sits back and demands an adhesive to be
brought forth that will meet all of his requirements at a reasonable price
figure, whereas the adhesive manufacturers sit back and say that they
cannot meet the wood industry requirements until the user can tolerate

a higher cost or some other limitation. He pleaded for greater co-
operation and compromise on the part of each group to solve the common
problem. Sussman also emphasized that we need not only better adhe-
sives but better ways of using these adhesives. It was suggested, for
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example, that we might spread glue in some different, perhaps discon-
tinuous pattern, so that we could use less of the more expensive glues
and still meet the requirements. The need for further meetings such
as this Symposium to exchange ideas was emphasized.

In the floor discussion that followed, a number of other points were
brought up, including some of the following:

The further need for cooperation on a three-way basis between the
adhesive users in the wood industry, the adhesive manufacturers, and
equipment manufacturers was emphasized. An example cited of the
contribution of better equipment to more successful and economic
gluing was the development of better saws, particularly those with
carbide tips, to produce more uniform sawed surfaces on the edges of
lumber, freer from damaged wood fibers, so that it is more feasible
to glue the sawed surfaces and thus reduce the need for jointing before
sawing.

A number of questions were raised about the adequacy of epoxy resins.
as wood glues, particularly about their moisture resistance in bonds.
Several individuals reported limited experience with epoxy resins for
wood gluing, and suggested that present epoxy-resin adhesives, which
generally have been developed for uses other than wood bonding, are
not entirely adequate for bonding wood. It was generally conceded that
this was in no way a fair indication of the real potentials of epoxy resins
for wood gluing, but rather pointed up the need for reformulation of
these adhesives to improve their performance on wood. It was cited,
that in many cases the viscosity of present epoxy resins was too high
for proper wetting, although in some cases the low-viscosity resins
migrated into the wood excessively so that only the thick resins could
be used. Often the epoxy-resin adhesive film could be stripped off as
a layer from the wood. Alan Marra reported on limited studies of
epoxy resins for gap-filling, and indicated that these resins have such
properties but were not nearly so good as polyvinyl acetate emulsion
glues in gap-filling on wood. One West Coast manufacturer reported
on studies of the use of epoxy resin adhesives in laminated timbers
where reasonably good dry joints were obtained. The performance of
such joints in the accelerated vacuum-pressure soaking and drying
test normally used for evaluating such laminated timbers for marine
service indicated that the joints were not so adequate as those produced
with conventional resorcinol and phenol-resin glues.

The developments of the phenol-epoxy resin combinations for structural
metal-bonding, particularly for service at elevated temperatures, was
recalled. The suggestion was made that such combinations of epoxy
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resins with other resins might improve the present lack of weathering
resistance of epoxy resins on wood joints.

Cook recalled that the good performance of present wood adhesives
should not be overlooked in that in many cases we could glue almost
anything in the wood field with present adhesives as long as good care
and workmanship are involved and we take pains to protect the surfaces
and the resultant glued product in service.

Questioris were raised about the possible use of contact-setting adhe-
sives, particularly those based on neoprene, as structural glues. It
was pointed out that some of the nitrile -phenolic resin, and phenolic-
acetal resin adhesive types are structural metal-bonding adhesives,
although these are hot-setting adhesives. Whether neoprene-base
cements are load-bearing depends to considerable extent on the level
of load-bearing desired. Contact adhesives were suggested as satis-
factory for certain intermediate levels of load-bearing, and their use
for some roof and floor load-bearing building panels was cited.
Generally, however, they are not considered load-bearing adhesives.
It was recalled that at the recent Building Research Institute meeting
in Washington, the feeling was expressed that present contact adhesives
are not good enough for load bearing sandwich panels in housing.

Recent work was reported on wood bonding with contact adhesives at
room temperature that developed an initial level of strength rather
rapidly, but then did not develop any appreciable further strength over
a long period of several weeks at room temperature. They ultimately
reached a level only about 11.3 as high as do conventional wood adhesives.
The question was. raised as to what could be done to incorporate a cross
linking mechanism to develop a higher level of ultimate strength with a
room-temperature cure. It was stated that this is being studied, but
it is difficult to estimate the outcome. It was noted that reactive resins
could be incorporated in neoprene adhesive systems, but that these
resins interfered severely with stability on storage. It was suggested
that it might be possible to add the catalyst or other crosslinking agents
at the time of use, and some work has apparently been done on this,
both with water-base, and solvent-base rubber systems.

The possibility of using a small amount of heat with the contact adhesives
was also discussed. It was noted that, as previously indicated, .force
drying of the contact adhesive films under infrared before roller press
ing is one approach to this general problem.

Another possible approach to this faster setting is the double application
system such as has been used with urea resins, whereby the resin is
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applied to one surface and the catalyst, to the other surface. The question
was raised as to whether this might be used with the contact cements. It
was recognized that this system with urea resins is over 20 years old,
but that it has found a relatively limited use in the wood industry for a
number of reasons. These include (I) customers object to the lack of
control of the ratio of the two reactive materials by this double applica-
tion system; (2) if the catalyst is an acid it might diffuse into the wood
and be lost and might even attack the wood; and (3) precure might result
if pressure is not uniformly applied at the optimum moment. All of
these problems, however, could be resolved by further research, at
least for certain types of glues.

The possibility of using the contact-type adhesive system in combina-
tion with conventional adhesives that set more slowly was also suggested.
Here initial strength could be developed in the joint by the contact-
setting mechanism, after which crosslinking and complete thermosetting
could take place to provide the overall high-strength, structural-type
adhesive system, but with a relatively short pressure period.

The second panel then considered the question, "What Can The Chemical
Industry Provide as New Raw Materials for Better Adhesion?" The
panel consisted of John McGill, American Cyanamid Co., Edward J.
Mills, Jr., Union Carbide Plastics Co., Herman J. Eichel, National
Cash Register Co., Chemical Development Dept., and W. E. Ewert,
Shell Chemical Corp.

The chairman, Mr. Wakefield, pointed out that the possible contributions
the chemical industry might make to solve the adhesive problems pre-
sented at this Symposium would have to have a considerable amount of
thought before one could be very specific.

McGill reported some indications in the study of new methods of con-
densing urea and formaldehyde which indicated that it might be possible
to approach, with such resins, the higher durability now associated
with the melamine-formaldehyde resins. This was reported to be in
the nature of modifying the mole ratios of urea to formaldehyde and in
forming ring , structures in place of the straight-chain structures of
conventional urea resins. Further work is also underway to improve
the combinations of melamine resins with urea resins to make them
competitive with phenol resins from the performance standpoint, and
perhaps somewhat cheaper than phenol resins. McGill indicated that„
in his company, any of the products of their various divisions that
might be developed for textiles, paper, or industrial chemicals are
generally screened for their possible application in adhesives.
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Mills indicated that after this introduction to the needs pf the wood in-
dustry, he hoped to go back to his company to encourage a look over
some of their other products for possible use in wood glues. He
recognized that price would be an important consideration in the pos-
sible use of some of these new chemical systems in the adhesives
field for wood, and that some compromise, as has been previously
suggested, between the adhesive manufacturer and the user will be
particularly important to insure that the new ideas are given a fair

trial.

It is quite likely that new developments in adhesives for the future
will demand properties such as might be offered by some of the new
exoticpolymers that are being developed, or that can be tailor-made
by the organic chemists in the future. Mills further suggested the
needfor cooperative effort on the part of plywood manufacturers,
wood laminators, and others to try to come to some common denomi-
nator as regards glue requirements, and to try to define the real
needs for the new glues in the future. Mills suggested further that
thepossibility of two-part adhesives be considered further, such as
application of one resin on one board and another resin to the
opposite board before assembly. This might be possible to produce
the fast-setting adhesives that will be required or the two-phase
curing systems whereby a partial cure is developed very rapidly at
room temperature, followed by a heat cure.

Mills commented that epoxy resins are really in their infancy corn-
pared to the other resins, particularly those based on petro-
chemicals. The epoxy resin field is growing rapidly, and improve-
ments in the epoxy resins that may be promising in future adhesives,
particularly with special formulations, can be expected.

Eichel discussed the current _status of encapsulation as developed by
the National Cash Reister Co. Originally the company was concernedg 
primarily with a special paper for cash registers and other business
machines that did not require any carbon paper. This process re-
uired encapsulating a dye that was soluble in oil inside a gelatineq 

capsule of very small size. The capsules are coated on the back of
one sheet ofpaper. On the adjacent sheet is an acid clay coating.
When the key of the machine strikes the paper, the capsule is broken,
the dye floats out of the capsules dispersed in the oil, and is absorbed
on the clay coating. This encapsulation system is said to work very
well now in printing tapes.

Thepotentials of this encapsulation technique, which is based primarily
on encapsulation in gelatin, have presently had only limited consideration
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in the adhesive industry mainly because of the demands for development
in other areas, particularly the drug industry. These capsules can be
produced down to a diameter of 1 micron or even smaller. The ratio of
size of the capsule walls and the internal phase can be varied over quite
a range. Gasoline-filled capsules, which hold the gasoline for long
periods of time and contain 95 percent total mass of gasoline, were re-
ported. Capsule systems can be produced that are heat-activated,
pressure rupturable, or are sensitive to solvents or water. There is
a possibility that such capsules could change certain adhesive systems
that are now permanently tacky to systems that are dry to the touch until
the capsule has been ruptured by pressure or other means to activate
the adhesive. It was further suggested that encapsulation techniques
might be an approach to a dual adhesive system, previously discussed
several times, which would give a bond of moderate initial strength
rapidly, and then allow a second adhesive system to develop the perma-
nent strength later.

Some work was reported already on the encapsulation of epoxy-resin
systems that may be of interest in adhesives. Although present
encapsulation systems with gelatin do not permit the use of water or
water-containing solvents, almost any other type of solvent has been
encapsulated successfully, including gasoline, toluene, and heptane.

Eickel recognized that encapsulation does add to the cost, and suggested
that by working more extensively with machinery manufacturers and the
users it might be possible to reduce the costs of the technique and
achieve some of the desired properties successfully. Such progress in
encapsulation of flavor systems has already been reported. Eickel
further indicated the feeling of optimism on the cost basis, pointing out
that encapsulation had done very well already in the paper industry,
such as in the preparation of a special typing paper that needs no
ribbon. The paper industry is a highly competitive one, and it was
suggested that if encapsulation works here it may also work well in the
adhesives field.

In answer to other questions, Eichel reported that his company has
been working on capsule systems based on materials other than
gelatin for use in aqueous systems.. He indicated that the encapsulation
technique is something more than just putting a liquid in a bottle and
then closing it up tightly. It relies on the surface of the encapsulatable
material, which can be either liquid or solid. So far, for instance,
amine hardeners for epoxy resins have not been successfully
encapsulated. The use of encapsulated reactive components such as
hardeners and catalysts to be dispersed in adhesive systems and
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ruptured upon instant contact such as in a nip roll, offers very interest-
ing possibilities and obviously requires further research to develop the

full potentials of this new mechanism.

Ewert discussed first the possible contributions of new chemicals inEwe 
adhesives as a means of modifying some of the present adhesive systems.

orsAdhesives based on . casein or other protein o starch might be modified
adding 1 to 5 percent of more expensive chemicals to improve certainby 

properties such as water resistance. One example that might be in-
esting to consider was the addition of certain acrolein derivativester 

such as glutaraldehyde to proteins to make them insoluble. This ex-
ample is related to the tanning systems for proteins that were mentioned
earlier. Other work suggested was the addition of other chemical
systems to the protein adhesive used in interior plywood to improve its

resistance to decay.

In the subsequent discussion it was suggested that one place where the
chemicalindustry might contribute to wood gluing is in the treatment

fof wood suraces before they are bonded to improve adhesion or perhapso 
durability of the joint. Wakefield recalled an earlier reference to the

stigation of treatment of wood surfaces with diisocyanates to improveinve 
the adhesion of theplastisols. It was suggested that, with the proper
ventilating systems, it might be possible to use acrolein for such
ur poses. Much more work needs to be done on the possible applicationsP 

of these chemical modification techniques for adhesives,

ne discussed the present status of blood glues in the interior softwoodCo 

P.Y.lywood industry. He reported that currently about 10 million pounds of
protein glue are used per month in this industry. About half this total is
used in cold-press formulations, which give low-cost glue lines in a
field that is very competitive.'These glues normally have a pH of 12 to
13. The only way to permit a more expensive adhesive in the fir plywood
field would be to adopt more rigid specifications for the performance of

he glue line dan see that these are met. It costs money to use bettert 
glues and this use must be justified. It was suggested that in such blood
proteins, small amounts of chemicals might make a real improvement
inperformance, particularly in permanence. One problem, also pre-
viously mentioned, was improving the resistance of cold-press interior-
type glue bonds to living organisms. Cone feels that this is not just a

atter of i nhibitin g the or anisms, but of increasing the indigestibilitym 
of theprotein material to reduce the enzyme action that destroys it in
service under moist conditions. Cone indicated he would appreciate sug-

stions from chemical manufacturers on possible additives to bloodge 
glues for this purpose. At the same time he indicated that spray-dried
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soluble blood was now available as a chemical raw material for other
applications.

Gill commented that various tanning agents have been used over a
period of years for improving the moisture and water resistance of
animal glues. These generally involve various aldehydes that have
often completely insolubilized animal glue, but the glues are still
softened by water.

Dean commented that particularly in considering fortifying agents to
improve the durability of adhesives, serious consideration must be
given to adequate testing to insure that the new fortified formulations
are really durable over long periods of time, and do not just meet
presently used short-term accelerated tests such as the boil cycles.
Such short-term tests are valuable for certain chemical systems, but
test results cannot be extrapolated to apply to entirely different
chemical systems and may not correlate well with service for the
other chemical systems.

In answer to a question on further information on the upgrading of urea
resins by developing ring structures similar to melamine resins,
McGill indicated that this development was in its infancy and not much
information was available for discussion at present. The question was
raised as to why melamine resins are better than urea resins, which
are recognized as a very versatile type of wood glue. Urea resins can
be formulated for hot and cold pressing as well as for curing with high
frequency, they are colorless, they can be modified with fortifiers or
extenders to change their durability characteristics and cost, but they
lack overall permanence, particularly at elevated temperature and
humidity conditions and under outdoor service. It is generally recog-
nized that the straight melamine resins are more durable. If it were
known why the urea resins do not have the desired durability it might
be possible to improve them and take advantage of their desirable
properties. It was suggested that much more fundamental work was
needed here, but that apparently some work is underway since this
problem is important not only in urea resins in adhesives but also in
molding compounds and other applications.

In concluding the discussion period, Blomquist indicated that no one
expected any really new and novel ideas to be offered during the
present sessions of the Symposium. The discussions and certain
points raised could be expected to stimulate further consideration in
the months to come, however, and it is hoped that significant progress
will be noted in the next several years based on some of the discussions
at this Symposium.
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Session. V: Conclusions
Richard F. Blomquist, U. S. Forest

Products Laboratory, Presiding.

The main item was a discussion led by Alan A. Marra on the needs for
further research in the field of glues and glued products. This was
essentially a summary of points raised during earlier sessions to which
Marra added some of his own thoughts.

In the field of glues and glued products, Marra suggested that we have
to consider separately the subjects of wood, adhesives, machines, glued
products, and people. What more do we need to know in each one of
these phases? Wood and people have been here the longest but we 	 •
probably still need to know more about them than the other factors.

Concerning wood itself, the problems include gluing wood with different
qualities of surface, gluing wood that has been aged, and gluing wood
that has been heated, particularly in gas-fired dryers as are now used
for drying fir veneers. There are also questions as to how the quality
of the wood and the species of the wood influence the amount of glue
needed for proper gluing. The calculation of the volume of glue to make
a glue line under certain conditions shows that about 1 cubic foot , of
liquid glue is needed per thousand square feet of glue line. This large
quantity of glue, about 80 or 90 pounds, is needed probably because
there is something wrong with the wood surface being glued. It was
suggested that if wood were machined more carefully, this 90 pounds
might be reduced to as little as 1 pound. More research is needed on
the methods for machining wood surfaces for gluing. It was suggested
that if significantly better wood surfaces were prepared, the glue line
cost might be reduced without reducing the cost per pound of glue at all.
Particularly in the case of particle board is this wood surface relation-
ship to gluing most important. What could be more difficult to glue
than a mangled piece of hammermilled wood with one spot of glue?

Concerning the adhesives themselves, it should always be recognized
that, as new adhesive systems are developed, changing the method of
gluing must be considered, not just reducing the cost per pound of
glue. Other factors of the adhesives themselves have been well covered
during this meeting, although much more research is needed to meet
some of the requirements that have been brought out.

With reference to improvements and fast-setting glues, it was suggested
that some glues are already too fast and result in precured joints. It
should be recognized that faster-setting glues will mean less penetration
into the wood, which, as has been previously cited, will therefore
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require better machining of the wood surfaces in order to insure good
joints. Faster-setting glues will require better and faster methods of
spreading, and will probably eliminate the conventional roller spreaders
now widely used in wood gluing. Also, faster handling mechanisms and
more automation will have to be developed for handling the stock. It
was suggested that quality control by inspection will have to be more
effective before the stock reaches the pressing operation, because after
pressing begins the stock will have to move too fast for such inspection.

Gap-filling characteristics have been mentioned numerous times during
the Symposium. Really effective gap-filling glues might reduce the
need for better machining, although they will result, in all probability,
lin higher glue-line costs. Such gap-filling glues must undoubtedly still
provide the necessary penetration in order to improve the strength of
the wood itself near the glue line, as has been previously cited.

Considerable discussion was devoted to the importance of matching the
mechanical properties of the adhesive and of the wood. An example of
this was the performance of polyvinyl acetate emulsion glues in wood
block-shear tests. The observed shear strength values were consider-
ably higher than the normal shear strength of the wood itself. This
result is undoubtedly related to the relief of stresses in the glue joint
and perhaps in the wood near the glue film during the shear test.
Another similar question concerns why the polyvinyl acetate emulsion
type of glue performs better in dowel joints than it does in edge-glued
joints. This performance undoubtedly is related to the mechanical
properties of the adhesive and of the wood as related to stresses exerted
on the joints in service.

When considering the products that result from the gluing of wood, it
must be recognized that these glued-wood products are different from
the wood itself. The different pieces of wood are combined in the
different orientations, of grain so that they act differently when moisture
changes take place. Much more research is needed on the principles
of glued-wood construction to get a better understanding of how to
design glued-wood products properly for different types of service and
to insure satisfactory service.

The need for better test methods cannot be overemphasized. How can
it be determined whether current developments in glued products and
gluing processes are going in the right direction? One key is in the
developments to improve the durability of glue joints. Accepted short-
term tests must be correlated more adequately with long-term tests.
The Douglas Fir Plywood Association has perhaps done the most in
industry to correlate short-term tests with long-term tests, and as a
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result their boil-cycle tests used on exterior plywood are often copied
for other applications. It should be noted that the boil-cycle test com-
monly used for exterior plywood was developed primarily to insure
that phenol-resin glues, which have already been demonstrated to have
suitable durability, are properly used in production. This doesn' t
mean that the same test can be used, to evaluate the permanence proper
ties of an entirely different chemical system of adhesives. The factors
that reduce the strength of glue joints must be isolated, and then test
methods must be developed that will actually simulate but accelerate
these factors. These new tests must then be correlated with service
results. This development and correlation work should 'be started now-
it has been talked about for the past 20 years.

More attention should be given to fitting the durability requirements of
lued products to the anticipated needs in service. Who knows whatg 

these needs are and how to evaluate them? How can it.be determined what
theglued product will actually be used for in the end use? Undoubtedly,
more durableglues will be needed than many of us think.

People are probably	 .the biggest problem New ideas must be sold not

only to the supervisors but also 'to the man who is going to do the gluing.

The man on the spreader, for example, can do a good job or ,ruin more

luing than almost anyone else. He will have to be convinced of theg 
importance of changing procedures as the adhesive systems are changed,
and of the importance of quality control. All of these changes will re-
quire more education.

Marra followed this discussion by presenting some of his own research
as examples, primarily on studies of gap-filling characteristics of
lues in a tensile-type specimen in joints of different thicknesses.g 
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PAPER NO. I

BETTER. GLUING AS A KEY TO BETTER WOOD UTILIZATION

C. D. DOSKER
Gamble Bros., Inc.

Louisville, Ky.

Wood and adhesives are the "Siamese Twins" in the industrial materials field.
Much progress has been 'Made in improved utilization by gluing but such gluing
remains an 'art. To meet the expanding needs of wood utilization in the future
requires more research to-obtain a better understanding of the basic scien-
tific principles in gluing, not only of wood itself, but combinations of wood
with many other materials. This conference is intended to stimulate this
greater scientific approach to these problems. It is intended to clarify the
present state of our progress in adhesives and bonding techniques, and to more
clearly outline the research problems that are most urgent for the wood indus-
try. Better understanding of the problems to be solved will permit us to
spend our research dollars where they can do the most good and contribute to
the greatest progress.'

We have almost 490 million acres of land in this country under forest cover,
representing 25 percent of the total land area. This land is producing timber
at a rate to sustain the present needs of the nation but. fire, insects, and
disease reduce this beisw a comfortable margin. Projected figures for the
year 2000, considering the added population growth, anticipate a need for
20 billion cubic feet of timber, approximately twice the present drain. This
means that we must do everythingin our power to improve the utilization of
every tree removed from the land. Wood is our greatest renewable resource in
the materials field. Gluing our smaller pieces, combining species, combining
wood with other materials through better gluing processes is vital to this im-
proved utilization of our timber.

The wood industry is coming of age. It now realizes that wood in the hands of
the technically competent can take a place in this "Space Age" that can be
filled by few, if any, other materials in certain specific applications. We
need real imagination, but also greater knowledge to improve wood. We have good
glues for many present purposes but the ideal glue has not yet been developed.
It should give strong, durable joints, have major gap-filling characteristics,
cure rapidly, preferably on contact, but the curing rate must be controllable
for various fabricati.on needs. We would like to glue wood end grain to end
grain, would like to' produce plywood by a roller pressure process, bond skins to
framing members in house panels without mechanical fastenings but with little or
no pressure. We would like better binders for flakes, chips, splinters, and
other small Partial-Cs to make - stronc and durable boards and panels. In many ap
plications we still-don't really know what we want in glue.

Conferences such as .this should be conducted regularly, at least every 5 years.
They should go far ' in clarifying requirements for the better glues that we need
and stimulate the development of these to meet the ever-expanding markets for
better wood products that are ready to be exploited.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF WOOD WHICH INFLUENCE
ITS GLUING PROPERTIES

ALAN A. MARRA
University of Michigan

Ann Arbor, Mich.

Because wood is porous in nature and essentially cellulosic in composition, it
is universally accepted as a material that is easy to glue. Although consid-
erable basic as }well as practical knowledge of wood gluing exists ) the process
remains an art rather than a science. This is because much of the available
knowledge appears largely as unconnected islands, lacking the unifying action
of correlative relationships. Only empirical bridges exist among the physics,
chemistry and mechanics of the adhesive; the physics, chemistry and mechanics, 
of the wood adherend; and the total performance of the glued article.

Factors of adhesive performance as well as bond performance are affected by
wood from the different species of trees, and evidence themselves through such
properties as strength, cellular structure, extractives, machining qualities,
and pH. Within the same piece of wood, three different surface situations,
three different strengths,f and three different dimensional change coefficients
can occur depending upon the plane of the surface with respect to its original
position in the tree. In addition, within-piece differences include radial
specific gravity variations far greater than those occurring between species,
due to the formation of springwood and summerwood. Machining differences and
moisture content differences also exist within the same piece of wood.

These factors, inherent in wood to varying degrees, influence the adhesion
and cohesion of the glue system and the subsequent performance of the glued
article. Superimposed upon these are such variations of the gluing operation
as assembly time, pressure, and temperature, which also affect adhesive action.
Administrative variables override all with factors involving such construction
details as size and number of laminations, grain orientation, production rate,
and economic considerations.

In accommodating to the many factors existing, perhaps the most important
single adhesive property which requires close scrutiny is its theology ., or

its physical behavior both before and after hardening in the glue line. The
familiar "starved" or "precured" glue lines are adverse manifestations of
rheological properties. Because wood structure is fixed, and production con-
ditions often inflexible, corrective adjustments are usually sought in the
formulation of the adhesive. Such manipulations, however, can easily run
afoul of some other variable if the interactions are not considered.
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PAPER NO. 3

WOODS-MOISTURE RELATIONS

ALFRED J. STAMM
North Carolina State College

Raleigh, N. C.

Moisture has two types of effect upon the gluing of wood and other hygroscopic
materials. Moisture not only affects the rate of cure of a glue line, but it
may also affect the integrity and the strength of the final bond. Moisture
changes subsequent to gluing cause swelling and shrinking of wood, which in
turn sets up stresses on the glue lines that may result in either wood or glue
failure or severe checking of the wood.

Wood, paper, and fabric are highly porous materials resulting, in the case of
wood, from the tubular nature of the fibers, rays, resin ducts and pores and,
in the case of paper and fabric, chiefly from the interfiber spaces. In con-
trast to a cubic inch—of metal exhibiting a surface of six cubic inches, a
cubic inch of wood with an average specific gravity of 0.4 has an internal
surface of 15 square feet on which nonswelling liquids and vapors can be
adsorbed. Paper and fabric have similar surfaces upon which nonswelling
materials can be adsorbed. Swelling liquids, such as water, enter the cell
walls creating the space which they occupy. In this case the contact area of
water with the hygroscopic material is about 0.5 acres per cubic inch. Adsorp-
tion of water vapor over the created area of contact is about 1,000 times that
of a nonswelling vapor such as benzene on the normally occurring surface. The
amount of water vapor adsorbed by these hygroscopic materials at the fiber
saturation point is about 2,000,000 times the adsorption on metals.

The fiber saturation point, the moisture content at which the cell walls are
saturated but no free water exists in the microscopically visible structure, is
shown to be about 30 percent for most woods. It decreases with an increase in
temperature up to about 80 0 C. Above this temperature there is some indication
that it may again increase. The adsorption of water vapor by wood is poly-
molecular. The fiber saturation point averages about six times that of mono-
molecular adsorption.

The volume of wood substance increases by about 4o percent when it is completely

swollen in water. This is about the amount expected if water added its volume
to that of wood substance. The swelling of wood as manifested by the external
dimension changes is much less. It is roughly proportional to specific gravity.
The swelling and shrinking of wood varies in the three structural directions,
being about 6 to 15 percent tangentially, 3 to 7 percent radially, and only 0.1
to 0.3 percent longitudinally. These differences account for the differences.
in stresses set up in various laminated constructions. When bonds are strong
enough to prevent failure under stress, the hygroscopicity and swelling of wood
can be significantly reduced.
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DESIGN OF JOINTS FOR GLUING

FRED WERREN
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory

Madison, Wis.

Wood, unlike most structural materials, is not isotropic. It has high strength
and stiffness along its longitudinal axis, and changes in moisture content have
but little effect on its longitudinal dimension. Across the grain, however,
strength properties are much lower than those along the grain and dimensions
will change with changes in moisture content.

The design of strong and durable wood joints requires consideration of this
directional nature of wood. It is usually desirable that joints be as strong
or stronger than the wood itself. Furthermore, joints must be capable of with-
standing the conditions under which they will be exposed. This implies dura-
bility under such factors as changing moisture conditions, temperature, and
chemical attack.

Joints may be subjected to loads that impose shear, tension, or compression
stresses, or a combination thereof. Compression strength of joints seldom
needs consideration but shear and tension are important. Combinations of ten-
sion and shear stresses sometimes govern joint design.

The simplest and most widely used glue joint in wood is that made by bonding
side grain to side grain, with the longitudinal axes of adherends parallel to
each other. Such a joint can be durable and can develop the full shear
strength of tile wood and the strength in tension perpendicular to the grain.
Side-grain gli4ng with longitudinal axes other than parallel to each other
will, with relatively thick adherends, present problems in durability when the
joint is subjected to changing moisture conditions.

Gluing of end grain presents the greatest problem and greatest challenge. The
cut-off ends of thousands of small, strong, hollow fibers must be joined to-
gether to produce a strong, durable bond. Currently, the only practical solu-
tion to end-joining wood for strength is a special type of end joint such as a
glued scarf or finger joint. Reasonably good strength ratios can be obtained
from scarf joints but they are costly, wasteful of material, and not always
reliable.

More needs to e known about the properties of a glue bond. Both strength and
stiffness of t e adhesive are factors that will affect the strength of a joint.
A strong but very rigid adhesive may fail under impact while a rubbery adhesive
may be objectionable from the standpoint of creep and strength. The most
suitable adhesives are probably a compromise between these extremes.
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PAPER NO. 5

THE BASIC GLUING PROCESS--THE SELECTION OF THE GLUE

RICHARD F. BLOMQUIST
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory

Madison, Wis.

The Gluing Process 

The fact that the quality of any glue joint depends on the conditions of
gluing, as well as the glue itself, is often overlooked. Although different
types of currently used wood glues may require quite different gluing condi-
tions, the basic gluing process is quite similar. The conditioning of the wood
to the proper moisture content and machining of the surfaces before gluing are
important but are essentially the same regardless of the glue used. However,
the preparation of the glue for use, the method by which the glue is applied
to the wood, the amount of glue applied, and the assembly conditions between
spreading and application of pressure depend on the type of glue.

The amount and distribution of gluing pressure depends more on the species of
wood and the type of joint than on the glue. This is because pressure is
needed primarily to bring the wood surfaces together to produce adhesive flow,
wetting, and initial bond formation and then to hold the joint together until
sufficient strength is developed to resist the stresses anticipated in subse-
quent handling and use. Temperature, while under pressure, varies with the
type of glue and is important primarily as it controls the chemical reactions,
drying, or other phenomena involved in development of joint strength.

Finally, conditioning of the glued joints after removal of pressure is impor-
tant to equalize moisture changes during the gluing process, to permit the
glued piece to reach the equilibrium moisture content expected in service, and
in some cases to complete the strength development process.

The chemist can provide a wide variety of working properties in an adhesive
system to offer the most favorable performance for a given fabrication process.
Generally the simpler the control required in the gluing process to provide uni-
formly good joint quality, the more extensively the glue can be used.

Selection of the Glue

The prospective user will generally wish to consider at least four principal
points in selecting a glue for his use. These include: (1) The type of joint
to be fabricated and the particular mechanical or engineering properties that
the joint design may require, including the level of initial joint strength;
(2) working properties of the glue, as may be dictated by the production facil-
ities available and the speed of production required; (3) permanence required
of the joint in service; and (4) cost, which should include not only the cost
of the glue as purchased, but also the cost of the prepared glue as actually
applied, the equipment and labor costs, and costs of waste and rejects. The
final choice of the glue will usually be a compromise of these four factors.
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BRIEF REVIEW OF THE PRESENT TYPES OF WOODWORKING GLUES

DON BROUSE
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory

Madison, Wis.

Present types of woodworking glues can be conveniently divided into two main
groups based on their chemical composition and their origin. These groups are
the nonresin glues, which are based on naturally occurring substances, and the
newer synthetic resin glues .

The nonresin glues of importance to woodworking include the animal or hide
glues, casein, soybean, starch or vegetable glues, and blood glues. It will
be noted that these are of both plant and animal origin and are mostly of a
protein base. All of these glues are dispersed in water, usually by means of
heat or added chemicals. They have given excellent service for many years
under the milder conditions of exposure.

The most important synthetic resin glues in wood gluing at present are the
various thermosetting resins, particularly the urea-, phenol-, resorcinol-, and
melamine-resin glues. These resins may be used alone or in certain combina-
tions for special properties. They are commonly dispersed in water but some-
times in alcohol or other organic solvents; the phenol resin glues are also-
sometimes used as dry films. When the phenol-, resorcinol-, and melamine-
resin glues are properly used, they give joints that are more durable than the
wood of most domestic species under any of the usual exposure conditions in-
cluding weathering. Urea-resin glues have been shown to be somewhat less
durable than these other resin glues, particularly under moderately elevated
temperatures and especially in combination with high humidity conditions.

The thermosetting resins were formulated for many different wood gluing appli-
cations by incorporating fillers, extenders, modifiers, or fortifiers, and by
changing the catalyst systems. This wide range in versatility is one reason
for their current Popularity.

At the present time the only important thermoplastic resin glues in wood gluing
are the polyvinyl acetate emulsions, and more recently _certain related copoly
mer emulsions. These emulsions have advantages of fast setting and are ready
to use but lack moisture and heat resistance for use where other resin glues
may be used

Recently there has been considerable exploration of the rubber-base contact ad-
hesives for special wood gluing operations, particularly for combinations of
wood with plastics and metals. Epoxy-resin adhesives have also been receiving
some attention but have not yet been used to any extent in wood gluing.
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GLUING OF SOFTWOOD PLYWOOD

JOHN M. HESS
Douglas Fir Plywood Association

Tacoma, Wash.

Recognizing dependable glue bond performance as an essential requisite to the
successful marketing of their products, the West Coast plywood manufacturers,
for the past 25 years, have voluntarily subjected their production to a rigid
industry quality control program. Over the years, this program has been
strengthened and Commercial Standards for plywood frequently revised to meet
changing market requirements. These self-imposed controls have paid dividends.
In the past ten years, production of softwood plywood has increased more than
four-fold, and in 1959 reached 7.7 billion square feet (3/8 inch rough basis).

At the present time, Exterior-type plywood is bonded exclusively with phenolic
resin adhesives, whereas a variety of glue types are used in the manufacture of
Interior-type panels. Adhesive qualification for both types is based solely on
performance. Demands made today on durability of plywood used in construction
uses, such as sheathing/ are frequently severe for even high quality Interior-
type panels. This is particularly true in tract construction, where exposure
during construction and on-site storage under adverse conditions commonly ex-
tends over a period of weeks or even months.

To protect markets Jeopardized by failures of Interior-type plywood in such
service, in 1959 the industry adopted the more severe "3-cycle" test procedure
as a means of detecting and preventing substandard or marginal production from
reaching the market. Further, it established PlyScord (C-D, Interior sheathing)
bonded with Exterior glue as a standard production grade. The demand for In-
terior grades bonded with Exterior, and for standard Exterior production, is
growing. During the past year, production of the latter has increased from
26 percent of total production to 33 percent at the present time.

The gluing of veneers into plywood is a complex and constantly changing problem.
Many manufacturing variables independently and cumulatively affect glue bond
quality. Not the least of these is the quality of veneer to be glued. The
quality of logs available to the plywood industry is deteriorating, and the
need for more efficient and complete utilization is increasing. It appears in-
evitable that lower grade veneers will be manufactured into plywood, just as it
is inevitable that heretofore unimportant species will be utilized.

Before the markets for plywood can be developed to their fullest potential, an
Exterior-glue bond in 100 percent of industry production will be essential. No
better contribution could be made toward the future of the plywood industry and

that of the adhesive industry than research toward that end.
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STRUCTURAL LAMINATES

ROBERT E. EBY
Rilco Laminated Products, Inc.

St. Paul, Minn.

The laminating industry now uses two types of adhesives, one for interior use
and one for exterior use. Interior-type adhesives are limited to use in
members where the normal moisture equilibrium will be less than 16 percent in
use. Exterior-type adhesives are waterproof and may be used for all condi-
tions, but are required when the moisture equilibrium will be 16 percent or
more in use.

Casein is the workhorse, accounting for an estimated 8o to 90 percent of total
adhesive usage. While it is still basically the same adhesive used by Otto
Hetzer in 1901, it has been improved somewhat, particularly in water resistance.
Urea resins were used for a period of time but have been deleted from industry
specifications for structural laminating.

The exterior adhesives used by the industry are of phenolic, resorcinol, or
melamine base with a ;phenol-resorcinol blend supplying the largest percentage
of usage. High-frequency machines are used for quick cure of scarf joints and
small assemblies; there has been some experimenting on pre-heat systems and
the use of film adhesives but production by such methods is not significant.
Standard procedure is to clamp the assemblies for the necessary time to cure in
accordance with the manufacturer's specifications. While the phenol-resorcinol
blends are required to produce adequate joint strength when cured at 73.5° F.,
standard procedure is to use higher curing temperatures to both shorten the cure
period and give better assurance of the glue bond. Melamines are used primarily
with high-frequency systems for the scarf joints in face plies because of their
colorless glue line. Straight resorcinols or modified resorcinols are used for
high-frequency curing of other scarf joints. The exterior adhesives are more
expensive than casein, have shorter assembly time, and lack gap-filling
characteristics of casein.

The laminating industry anticipates an increased use in exterior adhesives as
architects extend members beyond the confines of the roof and thus expose the
glue lines to the outside weather. There is also an increase in use of glued
laminated structural members for highway and railroad bridge stringers (fig. 1),
crossarms, transmission towers, diving boards, and similar uses requiring ex-
terior adhesives. Most of these uses also require pressure preservative treat-
ment to prevent decay, and there is also an increase indicated in use of fire-
retardant treatment. Only exterior adhesives should be used for either fire
retardant or preservative treatment and, where possible, treatment should be
after gluing. When the shape of the member or other conditions require treat-
ing before gluing, care must be taken in manufacture as only one or two
waterborne preservatives plus penta in light oil carriers have been glued in
volumes sufficient to establish techniques on a commercial basis. Creosote-
treated material has been glued under laboratory conditions and there has been
some gluing of fire retardants, but in general much additional research is
needed.
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LUMBER INDUSTRY USE OF ADHESIVES

HERBERT B. McKEAN
Potlatch Forests, Inc.

Lewiston, Idaho

One of the first types of gluing operations adopted by lumber manufacturers
was the edge gluing of boards to meet the requirements for wide lumber and
reduce the quantity of narrow boards that had to be sold. There are perhaps
as many as two dozen edge-gluing plants in the Northwest, with each plant hav-
ing a capacity of 10 to 15 thousand board feet per shift. Several other firms
are currently considering entering the field of edge gluing.

The development of efficient equipment to end glue has been an ideal auxiliary
to the edge gluing unit, although not all end-gluing operations are combined
with edge gluing. There are at least 70 end-gluing plants in the country.

The glues for both end and edge gluing are usually synthetic-resin type with
the ureas or urea-melamine combinations being the most popular. They are used
because of ease of handling, quick curing, moderate-to-high degree of water
resistance, and the fact that they provide a white or invisible glue line in
lumber. It would be desirable to have a fully waterproof glue for -end and edge
gluing, especially if the low-to-moderate cost of white glue could be obtained.

Only two firms have made a concerted effort to produce laminated 2 by 4's. One
of these is using urea adhesive and the other is using a fully waterproof
phenolic adhesive. In both cases the building trade has demonstrated real in-
terest in the product.

Laminated deckingjs being made by at least three firms, two of whom are using
high frequency to cure a resin glue (fig. 2). One of the firms uses a straight
phenol adhesive; the other uses an acid-catalyzed phenol. The advantage of the
straight phenol is its widely established record for waterproofness as well as
its low cost. Although this product is relatively new, sales people are esti-
mating the production may exceed 50 million board feet within two or three years.

For the most part, the laminating of beams has been accomplished by custom lami-
nators who glue up beams according to customers' specifications, generally for
specific construction jobs. There is a good opportunity for production line
manufacture of laminated beams having established strength properties and
acceptable standard sizes. Such beams can be made at considerably lower cost
than the custom-laminated beams and therefore should have widespread appeal to
users of larger size timbers. At the present time, one lumber firm is manufac-
turing laminated beams on production basis using phenol-resorcinol adhesive
cured by means of high frequency. This one firm anticipates sales of at least
5 to 10 million board feet annually. Once established, this quantity will be a
very small part of the total annual consumption of moderately priced standard
laminated beams.

Another laminated product is a plywood-like material made of thin lumber. It is
glued either by hot presses or high frequency using a fully waterproof resin
adhesive.
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PRESENT STATUS AND FUTURE POTENTIAL:

ADHESIVES IN THE HOME BUILDING INDUSTRY

WILT_ARD J. WORTH
National Homes Corporation

Lafayette, Ind.

In addition to the non-structural applications of adhesives for all houses
(assembled doors and cabinets and the site applications of ceiling, wall, and
floor tile) ) the more advanced prefabricated house presently uses approximately
4o lbs. of a wide variety of adhesives in semi-structural applications during
shop fabrication. Simultaneously nail popping has encouraged the use of field-
applied adhesives in the application of gypsum board to framing in conventional
construction. This method in combination with nails is increasing in populari-
ty.

The near future will bring increased uses, new uses, in shop applications,
especially for adhesive types that provide "quick grab," early green strength,
gap filling properties, and resistance to cold flow. These increases will be
directly related to the trend towards prefinished interior and exterior finish
materials. In the more distant future, the advent of the sandwich panel will
exert a major influence over the quantity of adhesive to be used, while
simultaneously encouraging greater uses in competitive systems, such as the
stressed-skin, ribbed panel. The selection of the sandwich core will increase
the adhesive volume by a factor of one to eight depending upon the core type
chosen. Independently of these influences significant advances in the shop
application of structural adhesives (such as glued trusses) will be made, and
perhaps extended in the form of free films or pressure-sensitive tapes for
on-site application.
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PAPER-OVERLAID VENEEE

M. B. CHRISTIAN
Chicago Mill and Lumber Co.

Tallulah, La.

There are four major producers of paper-overlaid veneer. They are the U. S.
Plywood Corporation, Weyerhaeuser Company, Elberta Crate and Box Company, and
Chicago Mill and Lumber Company. U. S. Plywood Corporation's product is called
Tekwood, the Weyerhaeuser Company's product is called Plyveneer, and that
produced by the Elberta Crate and Box Company and Chicago Mill and Lumber
Company is called Craveneer.

Two of the above products, Tekwood and Plyveneer, are produced by laminating
paper faces to dry veneer. Craveneer is produced by laminating paper faces to
green veneer and then drying the assembled panels.

As far as the speaker knows, Tekwpod, or the U. S. Plywood product, is lami-
nated by process similar to that used in making plywood, or by the use of a
conventional, multiple-opening hot press. Plyveneer and Craveneer are produced
by a continuous bonding process, in which the laminating is accomplished by
roller pressing. The most important difference in these two processes is that
previously dried veneer is used in the Plyveneer process, and green veneer is
laminated in the Craveneer process. In the Craveneer process, the green
assembled panels are dried in the conventional, roller-type veneer dryer.

As to the adhesive used in producing the above products, it is reported that
Tekwood is produced with a urea-formaldehyde glue by the conventional hot-
plate press method. Fortified protein types of adhesives are used in the
continuous roller-pressing processes for Plyveneer and Craveneer.

As to my own company's product, Craveneer, we experience very little or no
difficulty in securing adequate bond. Our product will easily pass the 10-
cycle soaking test. Naturally we are very much interested in ways of cutting
costs of our adhesive . without reducing the quality of our glue bond, or speed
of our laminating machine.

Figure 3 illustrates a typical use of paper-overlaid veneer in box construction.
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BINDERS FOR PARTICLE BOARDS

GEORGE G. MARRA
Washington State University

Pullman, Wash.

Particle boards are a class of products of relatively recent origin composed of
fragments of wood of various shapes glued together in random fashion to form a
board. The production of particle board in the. United States during 1958
amounted to 254 million square feet on the 3/4-inch basis. Assuming a density
of 4o pounds per cubic foot and a binder content of 6 percent, this represents
a consumption of 18,750 tons of binder. A 20 percent increase in particle
board production is expected during 1960.

Unextended liquid urea resin has been the standard binder for this industry
since its inception, and it still accounts for well over 90 percent of all
particle board production. During the past year, liquid phenol has made defi-
nite strides and is expected to increase greatly in usage as particle board
enters more markets in which the need for greater durability overrides cost
considerations. Other binders in limited use include powdered phenol, powdered
melamineurea, and casein.

The most common methods of applying the liquid binder to the particles are by
means of (1) paddle mixers and (2) rotary drum mixers. The application of the
binder to the particles is one of the most critical operations in achieving
binder efficiency in the manufacture of particle boards. The ultimate goal in
the application of binder is: (1) To place binder on each particle; (2) to
place the same amount an each particle; and (3) to distribute it evenly over
the particle surface. As can be surmised from a knowledge of the mixing opera-
tion, the accomplishment of these goals is a matter of statistical chance and,
at best, is only partially achieved in actual practice.

In considering the future needs of the particle board industry for improved
binders, some combination of the following attributes would be helpful. It
will be noted that some of these desirable features are mutually exclusive.
The ideal binder should: (1) Have a fast cure cycle in the press at a low
temperature, such as 4 to 5 minutes at 210° F. for a 3/4-inch-thick board; (2)
have durability equivalent to„ that of phenol resins; (3) be capable of easy
dispersion with minimum dilution with water; (4) upon discharge of droplets
from the nozzle, assume an electrostatic charge opposite to that of the wood
particles, thus facilitating mutual collision of those dissimilar particles;
(5) resist precure while the press is closing on the mats; (6) "sit" on the sur-
face and not overpenetrate; (7) develop "tack" sufficient to help hold the edges
of the pre-formed mat together while it is being conveyed into the press; (8)
have some latitude in "assembly time" in order to permit minor delays to occur
without damage to material in process ahead of the press; (9) not have excessive
abrasive action on cutting tools; and (10) not exceed the present cost of urea-
resin binders.
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OVERLAID LUMBER--TODAY -AND TOMORROW

BRUCE G. HEEBINK
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory

Madison) Wis.

This successful use of overlays on plywood and veneer stimulated speculation
by researchers at the Forest Products Laboratory on the possibility of over-
lays on solid lumber. Since the stresses developed in overlaying lumber are
many times those of overlaying plywood ) many questions arose that could only
be answered by research.

Seven years of research in overlaying lumber, accompanied by appropriate expo-
sure tests, has now answered many of these questions and law-grade lumber
masked with paper overlays is showing real promise. Two types of overlays,
resin-impregnated kraft paper and vulcanized fiber, can convert low-quality
lumber to high-quality house siding.

Progress to date has been achieved by using conventional gluing techniques--
acid-catalyzed phenolic adhesives in a cold or hot press--at a material cost
of from $25 to $50 per 1,000 board feet. If the proper adhesives were avail-
able, the batch pressing technique could be converted to the much more stream-
lined roller press operation.

Items such as prefinished house siding, sliver-proof stadium seats, superior
furniture parts, smooth and durable boxcar liners, and a host of other products
that combine intelligent utilization of law-quality material with superior
performance can be envisioned, all of which have a common denominator--a pre-
designed adhesive system.
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THE NAILED CONTAINER INDUSTRY LOOKS AHEAD

C. 0. THOMPSON
Western Wooden Box Association

San Francisco, Calif.

The nailed wooden , container industry currently consumes one-tenth of all lumber
cut in the Western states, utilizing a grade of lumber that has but minor com-
mercial value. The majority of these containers are for the shipment of fresh
fruits, vegetables, and melons.

Our raw material resources are unlimited. Today's growth of saw timber exceeds
the rate of cutting by 32 percent. Box shook in the West comes primarily from
Ponderosa pine, Idaho white pine, sugar pine, white fir, and similar species.
Nailed container production in 1958 was 150 million boxes and crates. Produc-
tion in 1959 was up in excess of 12 percent.

The ideal shipping container must be sturdy, light in weight, and manufactured
economically. It must be capable of withstanding handling'and transit shocks
and not weaken under stacking or exposure to moisture. This ideal package also
must protect its contents from damage.

To develop such a package it appears that an adhesive or other bonding agent
would be feasible to replace the nails now used. However, such a bonding agent,
in order to meet the requirements of an ideal package, would have to meet even
more rigid demands. It must be sufficiently quick-setting to meet mass produc-
tion methods of assembly, competing with nailing machines capable of turning
out from 500 to 800 boxes per hour.

Competitive containers meet many of the requirements of the shipper and have
made some substantial gains in the past decade. A leveling off has been noted
in the past two years, indicating shippers have not yet found the answer to
their special needs. Perhaps a nail-less box, adapted to mass production and
automation ' is the answer. The Western Wooden Box Association is now engaged
in research toward such automation in the packing of perishables and, should
an adhesive be developed for assembling containers of wood, automatic machinery
to produce them will be forthcoming.
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BETTER WOOD BOXES AND OTHER PACKAGING

VERNE C. GARDNER
Mt. Whitney Lumber Co.

Los Angeles, Calif.

Some new products in which wood gluing would be important include:

INDUSTRIAL: (1) Modular reusable cleated panels with Climps. Easily knocked
down parts reassembled in many combinations returned to point of demand. Light
weight, dust, moisture and puncture resistant. Expanded use closely associated
with standardization in airplane industry and military. (2) Partial assembly
in one location and completion in another--having original packed in final
shipping box (television consoles). (3) One way pallets for multi-wall paper
sacks (cement); combination with corrugated. 20,000 M feet.

FRUIT: (1) Component parts of rigid (sawn wooden boxes) and corrugated, such
as end panels and covers--the latter being in excess of 15,000 M units.
(2) Wrap around small light packages, where content cannot carry container.
(3) Food, drug and cosmetic act March 5, 1960 effective.

LUMBER FOR CONSTRUCTION (substitute products): (1) Due to complex requirements
of modern building codes, high cost of land, higher utilization of space within
shell, modern financing, the reverse ratio of labor to material 4o-6o percent to
60-40 percent, acceptance by consumers of tract-type houses. (2) The malleabil-
ity of many forms of lumber is rapidly being lost. The forest reserve no
longer produces the quantity and quality hitherto enjoyed for specified grade,
width, thickness and lengths. We cannot fight the above, but must recognize
they are an evolvement of American Society, so we must join the parade. HOW?

Panelization, standardization, mechanization, confidence and acceptance,
stabilization through control of variables, all point to lamination: wood to
wood, wood to allied products (paper), or wood to foreign material, such as
aluminum.

Present means of lamination: Cold press--extrusion (particle board). Hot
press, clamp press, electronic or diathermatic adhesive setting, or continuous
(non-stop).	 •width limitation (machine 37 inches) no length limits, have run
70 feet.

PROBLEMS: Finger-joint adhesive waterproof regardless of end-use requirements.
Realistic tests and standards. Color on all cold-set waterproof glues (stains
surface). Not sufficient heat at glue line for normal kick over--225° to 375°.
Tendency of make and break on glue line. Adhesion depends on equal penetration
when breaking down emulsion--metals, asphalt impregnated papers no penetration.
Extremely smooth surfaces needed for many films. Should have fillers for
irregular surfaces with low water content avoiding distorted face.

Does industry offer any hope for end butt gluing? Structural test by species and
codes according. Care for end use. Evaluation of paper as strength factor.
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GLUES AND GLUING REQUIREMENTS FOR SHOP AND

FIELD FABRICATION, ERECTION, AND REPAIR

DAVID COUNTRYMAN
Douglas Fir Plywood Association

Tacoma, Wash.

This discussion pertains to assembly with glue of wood products for specific
uses, primarily in the construction industry. Advantages offered by these
glued assemblies over conventional construction include: (a) Material is used
more efficiently, saving cost, weight, and volume. (b) Building components
can be pre-assembled, saving time and labor in site assembly. (c) Performance
is improved through Achievement of more rigid joints, permitting development
of full strength of materials. For these reasons gluing is commonplace and
would be even more so, if it were easier to control.

With present techniques, gluing is most certain when done under shop condi-
tions. Shop-gluing most readily provides necessary conditions, equipment,
and personnel for adequate gluing (fig. 4). Shop-glued components include
such forms as beams and trusses and panels, both flat and curved, either
framed or of the sandwich type. Controls required in manufacture include
those on moisture content of wood, surfacing and scarf-jointing of lumber,
glue mixing and spreading, pressure application, time, and temperatures.

Field gluing offers these advantages over shop-gluing: (a) Larger pieces
can be made (not limited by shipping, fig. 5); (b) delivery can often be
controlled better; and (c) costs apparently may be lower. Items that can be
field-glued can also be shop-glued, but less precision is possible. Also
field-glued are those which are most conveniently built in place, for example
thin shell structures and rigid frames. In the latter class, development of
reliable field-gluing techniques is essential to fully exploit basic
advantages of these structures. Precautions required for shop-gluing are
even more essential for field-gluing, since control is more difficult to
maintain, especially over temperature, pressure, and moisture content.

Adhesive properties desirable during fabrication are: (a) Mixing--easy to
prepare and apply with minimum care and equipment; (b) temperature--tolerant
over a wide range, particularly down to freezing; (c) time--adequate working
time to permit assembly, but rapid setting time thereafter; (d) surfacing--
good gap filling and tolerant of surface fit; (e) pressure--minimum require-
ments, such as contact only.

Properties desirable for an adhesive during performance are: (a) Durable--
able to withstand weather, moisture, temperature, mold, and chemical action
over a long time; (b) compatible with wood treated for decay and fire resist-
ance; (c) strong and rigid--to resist stress and creep.
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SANDWICH PANELS

EDWARD W. KDENZI
U. S. Forest Products Laboratory

Madison, Wis.

Sandwich panels comprised of thin, strong facings bonded to a thick, light-
weight core material are highly efficient constructions. Efficient construc-
tion is achieved because very thin facings can be used when they are supported
by a continuous or nearly continuous core, and cores can be chosen to be good
thermal insulators--thus combining structural and thermal design character-
istics.

Such constructions must be assembled by a continuous or nearly continuous bond
that is usually an adhesive layer; in fact most sandwich panels employed as
aircraft structures or panels for walls, roofs, and floors of buildings have
facings bonded to cores with an adhesive layer. This adhesive must hold the
facings to the core not only for the various stresses imposed by loads but also
for the environment to which the sandwich is subjected. Often the environment
is more critical than the loading, so that proper design must consider adhesive
performance at high humidity, cold or hot temperatures, or various other
environmental factors.

Because sandwich is a layered construction, the materials that must be bonded
vary widely in physical and chemical characteristics. Thus adhesive systems
must be available that can satisfactorily bond such facings as plywood, hard-
board, fiberboard, resin-treated paper, plastic laminates, cement-asbestos
board, metal, or porcelain-enameled metal to cores of honeycombs of paper,
fiber, or metal, or such continuous cores as wood, insulating fiberboard, or
foamed plastic.

The advent of structural sandwich was possible because of modern adhesives and
the future of such efficient utilization of materials will depend upon better
adhesives for combining a wide variety of materials.
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THE GROWING APPLICATION OF STRUCTURAL ADHESIVES

FOR SPECIAL AND CRITICAL REQUIREMENTS

S. E. SUSMAN
Narmco Industries, Inc.

San Diego, Calif.

Structural adhesives are widely used in the aircraft and missiles of today and
are being employed more all the time. Their wide acceptance has been a direct
result of the fact that they perform functions either better than other
materials, or for which no other materials exist.

Adhesives are best suited to: (1) Sandwich bonding; (2) joining of thin
materials; and (3) joining of dissimilar materials.

Extensive research sponsored by industry and Government has resulted in adhe-
sives that can operate from -320° F. to +1,000° F. for short periods of time.
An adhesive which can withstand 600° F. for 200 hours has recently been devel-
oped under Air Force sponsorship. Sandwich adhesives have been developed
which, by careful composite design, have continually been able to simplify
processing, improve strength characteristics, and at the same time reduce
weight.

Considerable thought has been given to production ease of bonding in terms of
adhesive form, number of steps in the bonding process, and time involved. The
difficult demands on adhesives for physical properties, fluid exposure resist-
ance / and temperature resistance made by the aircraft industry cannot be
compromised.

New requirements emanating from designers of future high-speed jet transport
stimulate the imagination of adhesive developers. Bond life expectance of
5 years at temperatures as high as 700° F. may be required. There are no doubt
many new applications over the horizon for structural adhesives which may
result from adhesive research or from design with adhesives.
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MODERN HIGH-SPEED PACKAGING ADHESIVES--
WHAT THEY MIGHT OFFER WOOD GLUING

LEONARD F. HUMPHREY
H. B. Fuller Co.
St. Paul, Minn.

The packaging industry is well known for its high-speed production of adhered
packages and packaging material. Typical speeds are as follows:

Corrugated board	 500 feet per minute
Folding cartons	 200 feet per minute
Laminating	 500 feet per minute

These speeds depend on the finished item being sufficiently adhered to with-
stand normal plant handling without separating. This result can be achieved
by a practical combination of two factors: (1) Rate of set of the adhesive;
and (2) length of compression time.

The rate of set derives from the chemistry of the adhesive and the absorption
of the adherend or from a friendly condition such as the use of heat or extreme
pressure. This rate of set and compression may vary from seconds to several
hours. The setting can be viewed at two stages:, (1) A green strength ade-
quate for handling; and (2) an ultimate strength that results from additional
loss of moisture, completion of cure, etc.

It is obvious that rate of set for many packaging materials need hot be too
great because of the absence of strong forces tending to separate the adherends.
Moderate tack can serve to hold these together during a prolonged drying time.

The wood industry is concerned about the economical utilization of small pieces
of wood and the manufacture of overlaid panels. The end products must compete
with gypsum board and other fiber board products which are currently being
marketed with decorative overlays of paper, plastic, etc. Automatic high-speed
handling appears to be essential for costs to be competitive.

Much more development ' is required in this direction and there appears to be no
reason why the techniques of high-speed lamination of packaging materials could
not be adapted for this purpose. Some engineering would be required to
accommodate the rigid discontinuous panels but the adhesive technology is well
on its way to being adequate.
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SOME NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN ADHESIVES

NOT COMMONLY USED FOR WOOD

E. J. YAROCH
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.

St. Paul, Minn.

During the past decade, advances in polymer and resin technology have made
possible the development of hundreds of types of unique adhesives, each vary-
ing widely in shear strength, peel strength, resistance to impact, adhesion to
various surfaces, cure characteristics, susceptability to chemical attack,
form, and many other properties.

Liquid, 100 percent solids adhesives based on polysulfide, polychloroprene,
vinyl chloride type resins, epoxy resins, and an acrylate type polymer, are
available. These adhesives have a wide range of performance properties. The
cured adhesives range from soft, low-strength, elastomeric types to hard, high-
strength, rigid materials.

The many end uses include: Polysulfide-based adhesives for caulking of wooden
flight decks, encapsulation of electrical components, and sealing of honeycomb
building panels; polychloroprene and nitrile-based adhesives as caulking com-
pounds for joints of wood to wood, wood to steel, and other type joints; vinyl
chloride adhesives for sealing of automotive bodies, epoxy adhesives for encap-
sulation of electrical components and as metal-to-metal adhesives for high
strength, structural honeycomb panels; and the acrylate adhesive for glass,
metal, and plastic bonding in the jewelry industry.

Many new curing and non-curing-type adhesives are available in solvent solution
and in latex form. The non-curing types include the Neoprene-based "Contact
Bond" adhesives for decorative laminates, and higher strength, higher heat-
resistant Neoprene adhesives for many types of nonstructural honeycomb panels.
They also include the new, nonstaining, nonplasticizing Nitrile adhesives used
to bond light-colored automotive trim fabrics, and water white / nondiscoloring
acrylate-based adhesives used on pressure-sensitive types and to bond plastic
films.

Curing-type adhesives include the Nitrile, vinyl acetal, and Urethan adhesives.
The Nitrile and vinyl acetal-based adhesives are used in brake bonding, struc-
tural honeycomb panels, and other applications where high performance is re-
quired. Urethan adhesives have found application as flocking adhesives and in
bonding plastic foam.

An increased number of adhesives are now available in mastic and film form.
The mastics offer ease of application, non-sag, and void-filling properties.
The film adhesives offer ease of handling, uniform film thickness, and elimina-
tion of application equipment.
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PRESSURE-SENSITIVE TAPES

PAUL KOLLER
Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co.

St. Paul, Minn.

There are two basic differences between pressure-sensitive tapes and glues and
cements which have been the subject of most of the papers heard here:

1. Pressure-sensitive tapes are usually used as "in-process
' tools," while glues and cements become an integral part

of the wood product.

2. Glues and cements are much lower in cost and stronger in
bond.

A pressure-sensitive tape is generally made up of a backing and an adhesive.
The number of backings used in pressure-sensitive tapes today include a dozen
types of plastic film, papers, (crepe and flatstock) which run the gamut from
light-weight tissue to papers as thick as cardboard, metal foils, several
types of cloth, including nylon and fiberglass, and "exotic" combinations of
these materials.

There are also an increasing number of products called "double-coated tapes"
and "adhesive transfer tapes" to fill a host of laminating, splicing, and
holding applications.

Some of the areas in which our tapes have found use within the wood industry
are:

1. Filament tape for bundling lumber.
2. A special paper tape for boat patches on plywood.
3. A metallized polyester film tape for simulated inlay work

on furniture.
4. Temporary holding of veneer for matching, finishing, and

pattern lay-up.
5. Protecting finished wood products during handling and

shipping.
6. Miscellaneous packaging, holding, bundling, paint masking,

and plant maintenance uses.

These are only a few of the almost infinite variety of jobs which can be done
with pressure-sensitive tapes. We believe that there are many more places
where the right combination of backing and adhesive, along with pressure-
sensitive tape's ability for automation, will prove worthwhile and helpful.
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PROBLEMS IN MARKETING GLUED LUMBER PRODUCTS

Ortie LaVoy
Weyerhaeuser Co.
St. Paul, Minn.

The production of glued lumber has been increasing rapidly since shortly after
World war. II. Today it is made by several manufacturers in a variety of shapes,
sizes, and patterns, and is sold as a regular stock item at many retail lumber
dealers.

Nu-Loc is. Weyerhaeuser's trade name for specified length lumber achieved by end
gluing narrow strips to length, and then edge gluing if necessary to develop
wider widths. Ever since 1949 one of the company's basic marketing objectives
has been to make glued lumber interchangeable with regular lumber for all non-
structural uses. Factors involved in marketing Nu-Loc under this basic policy
are:

1. Appearance .-Appearance is very important. The market requires a large
percentage of clears made by end gluing short pieces together. This seems to
accentuate color and grain differences that would hardly be noticeable in edge
gluing alone. In order to minimize these differences, stock is sorted and
matched for color and grain in the gluing process. Snug-fitting joints are
also an important appearance characteristic.

2. Size--In order to achieve interchangeability and eliminate duplicate stock-
ing in dealers' yards it is necessary to make glued lumber in the same sizes
as regular lumber. To do this, stock must be cut thicker in the manufacturing
process in order to surface to the desired thickness after gluing.

3. Adhesives- ..To permit using glued lumber for an infinite number of different
applications both exterior and interior requires that waterproof adhesive be
used in the process and that the resulting glue line be inconspicuous. The
current specification for Nu-Loc is melamine-urea with at least 50 percent
me lamine,

4. Strength Properties- .-Since Nu-Loc is recommended for nonstructural uses the
major strength requirement is one of handling and applying. Strength values
are more than adequate for this purpose.

5. Durability--To get a dealer to try his first order he must be assured that
glued-up lumber items will give long-lasting and trouble-free service.

6. Glued-up lumber permits the offering of wide widths, specified lengths,
fractional lengths, and other consumer tailoring not available in regular lumber.

7. Regulatory Considerations--Even though FHA insures only about one-third of
the mortgages placed on houses and controls by inspection the materials and
construction in these houses, it influences to a great extent other home build-
ing practices by setting standards for the industry to follow. Nu-Loc has FHA
acceptance as being interchangeable with regular lumber for non-structural uses.



Year

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

(In Millions

29, 282
30,293
30,661
26,758
27, 381

of Board Feet)

7,074
7, 565
7, 968
7, 456
6, 578

Total 

36,356
37, 858
38, 629
34, 214
33, 959

Softwoods	 Hardwoods

SOME REPRESENTATIVE DATA ON THE PRODUCTION AND MARKETS

FOR TYPICAL WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS

(Collected for the Symposium by the staff of the
National Lumber Manufacturers Association,

1319 Eighteenth St., N. W. , Washington 6, D.C.)

1. Total volume of all lumber produced in the U. S. ?

2. What proportion of the volumes in No. 1 include some gluing?
(edge, end, laminating, etc.)

Information obtained from the various lumber producing regions
indicates that about 2-1/2 percent of the softwood lumber produc
tion includes gluing of one type or another. Gluing is extremely
important in the utilization of hardwoods as it is basic to the
furniture and hardwood plywood industries. The total value, of
glued up wood parts produced by the hardwood dimension industry
would approximate 40 million dollars.

3. Volume , of 2x4 stud lumber produced?

Estimate of the annual production of 2" x 4" studs is 20,000,000
board feet.

4. Volume of lumber used in glued laminated wood industry?

From 1954 Census of Manufacturers:
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Marine laminates
Fabricated framing for

barns and other large
farm buildings

Glue-laminated framing
components

Glue laminated combined
with some lumber for
framing components

Quantity of Shipments

1,899,000 board feet

6,406,000 board feet

31,420,000 board feet

45,676,000 board feet

Value

904,000

1, 798,000

9, 894,000

13 245 000

Production has increased since 1954, and it is estimated that the
laminating industry currently uses 5,000,000 pounds of glue (on a
dry basis) annually. The lumber used is in excess of 100 million
board feetper year and increased consumption can be expected.

5. Volume of softwood plywood produced?

Douglas-fir	 All Softwood

Year
	 Plywood	 Plywood

(Thousand square feet, 3/8" basis)

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

30, 871, 213
5,081,561
5, 256, 338
5,451,821
6, 291, 939

3 989, 237
5,283,958
5 432, 421
5 653,182
6,486,972

6. Volume of hardwood plywood produced in the U. S. ?

Year.

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

square
Volume in

feet of surface measure 

755, 464, 000
933,948,000
886,640,000
794, 298, 000
792, 079, 000



7. Total volume of hardwood plywood consumed in the U. S. ?

Volume in
Year	 square feet of surface measure

IMOIM11.1.111WNIMISI

1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

1,189,452,000
1,561,540,000
1,592,359,000
1,640,701,000
1,703,413,000

Differences between items 6 and 7 indicate effects of foreign
imports.

8. Total volume of all hardboards produced?

Volume in
Year	 square feet of surface measure

1957
	

1,556,000,000
1958
	

1,635,000,000

Total volume of all particle board produced?

Year
Volume in

square feet of surface measure

1957	 183,000,000
1958	 250,000,000

10. Total number and value of homes built each year?

Number and Cost of Non-farm Dwelling Units Started.

Number of	 Estimated
Year	 Units	 Construction Cost

(millions of dollars)
1954	 1,220,400	 $12,478
1955	 1,328,900	 14,544
1956	 1,118,100	 13,077
1957	 1,041,900	 12,694
1958	 1,209,400	 14,499
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11. Any possible projected data on volumes of edge-glued structural
lumber that might be produced in the future? End-glued lumber?

From comments of regional association staff members and in-
dustry consultants it appears almost impossible to .project figures
on possible importance of glued-up structural lumber in future.
However, an inexpensive adhesive acceptable to requirements of
the Federal Housing Administration would give a big boost to
production of such lumber. If the adhesive were waterproof it
would also be of tremendous advantage to the very importantglue-
laminated lumber market.

12. Volume of lumber produced that involves some end gluing (either
structural or non-structural uses)?

The total quantity of lumber which is subject to some end gluing
operations may amount to as much as 100 million board feet per
year.

13. Volume of wood siding produced?

An estimate of the amount of wood siding produced is 100 million
board feet per year.





Figure 2. --Vertically-laminated roof beams of Larch and Douglas-fir and
laminated roof decking of Western redcedar.

Photo courtesy: Potlatch Forests Inc.
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